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'rHE PHOBLEM 
Man measures many things . The development of suit~ 
able units to re present the magnitude of a given property 
wi th consistency and accuracy and under varying conditions 
has enabled him to understand and control his environment 
better and to prad!ct future events and behavio.r . The land 
and its produce ,. the radioactivity of an element and its 
. ' 
power to desttoy , the child and hiS .capacities , all of 
nature and hGr mysteries stimulate the quest for an ever 
more exact system of quant ification and evaluation. But of 
all the things ~hioh man has attempted to measure , none has 
proved so provocative as himself , This paper is concerned 
with one aspect of such measurement , educational achievement . 
§tatemen~ gt ttte ;n;obJ.em. It ~las the pu . .rpose of this-1 
study to determine the ou~x-icular validity of tnxea 
sta.ndart!lizad achievements tests ~vhen compared with the 
textbooks adopted by the State of California in arittwatic, 
language , and spelling in grades three th~ough six. The 
hypothesis presented wa.s that certain selected tests of 
adhiovemant do have a satisfactory degree of curricular 
validity for the content of the ~ivan textbooks . 
2 . 
~ Qf. lesearch. '£he method employed in col - I 
lecting the data was largely that of the causal-comparative 
ty pe of research . Each test item vJas carefully checked for 
inclusion in the textbooks and the number of items present 
ware totalled and translated into the corresponding grade 
equivalents and percentiles provided . Selection of the 
tests used was based upon a questionnaire of the normative -
survey type Whi ch \·Jas sent to twenty of the largest city 
and county school departments in California . It was found 
that the achievement t ests most commonly used in these 
school systems were the California Achievement Test , the 
M~tropolitan Achievement Test , and the Stanford Achieve -
ment Test . They were selected for use in the study on 
that basis . 
_Aghievemen~ te§ts . s tandardized tests of achieve- ~ 
ment are commonly used thxoughout the United Stat es to 
measure the progress made by pupils in subject matter 
areas . Norms for such tests are established on the basis 
of nation-wide samplings of a representative school 
population and usually expressed in age and grade 
equivalents and percentiles . The test items are carefully 
selected from textbooks , colU'ses of study , and cu:rricular 
objectives from many and varied sources . They are 
r igor·ously edited , criticized , and administered in 
experimental forms to nume:rous groups before the final _j 
compila tion is ready for publioation. l Achievement tests 
are valuable instruments particularly in situations in 
which comparisons must be made . 'rhey attempt to measur~ 
tha extent to which a person has acquired eerta1n 
information o.r ntasteret:l certain skills , usually as a. resul t 
ot spooifio instrtlotion . ltla.l te.r lfJ . Cook h ttS defined a 
general achievement test as, •• , • • one designed to 
exprass in terms of a single score a pupil ' s achievement 
in a 
<') 
ivan field of achievement . "a, 
Al though an achievement test may have high currie .. 
ular validity in relation to the criteria against which it 
is standardized • the curricular validity of the instrument 
may be significantly low in terms of' the course content 
and objectives of a given school ox district . In his · 
discussion of the validation of achievement t ests . Ross 
------
1The three achievement tests used in this study ware 
const:r.ucted and standardized according to these procedures 
~hioh are described 1n detail in the test manuals . Addi · 
tional information pertaining to the California Achievement 
Tes t :t.s available from the publisher in the following 
mirnaogl'aphed paper . W1ll1s ~i . Cla.rk , 11A Teclmica.l R~port 
Supplem.en·ting Information Presented in the Manuals of 
D1r ctions" (Los Angeles: Oalifo.rnia Test Bureau , 1951). 
2\o.Jal ter til] . Cook , '1 'l'ha l~'un otions . o 1' Me as ur ement in 
the Facilita:tion of Learning , t• y:&J.gga:!i1otl:l Me~s4.t@l!eq~ 
( ·~onasha , Wisconsin: George Banta Publishclng Company , 1951) , 
p . 35 . 
4 
defines cu.rr icular validity as • '' . • • the extent to "'hich 
the content of tho test is truly N;presenta.tive of the 
content of' the course . u3 For the purposes of this atudy • 
the content of tile course has been limited to the oontent 
of the basic state textbooks . Since all tnrae test 
batteries provided norms as grade equivalents and the 
textbooks tvare assigned definite grade levels as a measure 
of performance and compet<mcy , it vias decided to exp:r:ess 
the degree of curriculax validity in terms o! grad$ 
equivalents , This unit o! measure made it possible to make 
direct comparisons of' the tests and toxts through a common 
scale . .For the pllXposes of this s tudy . therefore ; a given 
test shall be considered to possass a satisfactory degiee 
o!' cu:r·r1 cular valid! ty 'Vlhen compared ttJi th th.a content of 
the textbooks if a pupil is able to achieve i.n t erms of 
grade equivalents on the test at a level above the si.xth 
grade . Although it was ftllly recognized that curricular 
experiences other tbe.n those provided in the basic state 
textbooks through grade six ttlould contribute to the pupil •s 
performance on the tests , only those materials presented 
in the textbooks \~hlch were found common to both test und 
3c. c. Hoss , Measurem~mt J:n Tod?-Y *§ $cnool§ (second 
edition; Nmv York: Prent1ca ... Hall , Incorporated . 1947) , 
p . 70. 
text ware given consideration in determining the level of 
poss1bl achievement as expres~ed in grade equivalents .. 
Ross also included a second and equally 1mpo:t tant 
criterion, tha t cur.r1cular validity should also be thought 
of • tl . • • 1n tc.rros of thrli mental r eactions expected of. 
·the pupils themselves . u4 '!hero are no doubt many tangible 
and intangible factors whic~ ef:f{~.qt a pup11 1 s pe.rfoxmanoa 
on a s t andardiZed achievement test; they may con·~ribute to 
the outcome of th.e measurement ~ but are not in themselves 
measm:ed . In the !"lna.l analysis , the pupil •s ability to 
perform a givGn task at a given time is measured and 
compa:r·1sons made as to his relative aehievoment .. 
§~ate ·~te.xtbgok&;, . 'rhe State of California has a 
unique system for selecting. adoptin . • and printing text ... 
books t or its alamenta~y schools ~ It is known as the 
single • excltlsiva textbook adoption at'ld has its origin in 
Article I X, Section 7 of tha California Constitution Which 
The Legisla ture shall provide for the appointment 
or election of a State Board of Education , and said 
board shall provide • compile , or causa to ba compiled , 
and adopt , a uniform serios or textbooks for tlS$ in 
tho day and even:i.ng elementary schools throughout the 
-7 
6 
State . Th$ state board may cause SllOh textbooks t vlhen 
ad.opt~d , to be printed and published by tne super in ... 
tendent of state ptinti.ng t ~'it the state Printing 
O.ffi¢e; and lrJharevar and hotv~wer suoh textbooks m.ay be 
printed and published,. they . hall be f'tl~nishad and 
distributed by th$ State free of cost or any charge 
~hatever , to all children attending ttw day and ovan1ng 
elementary schools of the State , un~er suoh uond1t1ons 
es tho Leg5.sJ.atu:re shall pX<esor :z. be .• 5 
Sinoe the adoption of this cl~.use of the 
Const1tu1~ion on November 4, 1854, the lag:tslatu.re has 
enaat~d c rtain mandato!y statutes included 1n the 
. ~ -uga~igg Q.oQft governing the use of state-adopted textbooks . 
They are as .follows ; 
11274 . \'Jhon a book 11as been adopted . the State 
Board of. Education shall enforce tb.e uniform use of 
the book , :Ln tL1e elementary day and evening soilools 
for which the book has been adopted . 
11275 . Any teacher , or any city , county, oz city 
and county superintendent of schools , or any boa:rd of 
educ!ation refusing or nealeoting to usa the sex:Las of 
state Textbooks at the tilno required by this article is 
guilty of a misdameanot and sub act to a fine not 
exoeading one hundred dolla:rs ( 100) tor each offense . 
11276 , If any · c:i.ty or district .refuses or neglects 
to t~nc the baoks prescribed • or uses any other ~ext­
book J.n any or the p:reser·lbEtd studies , th Superinten-
dent of Pub io Instrllotlon shall vl" thhold ftom 'tha city 
or djst.r~. ct 25 per cent of all State scmool moneys to 
~hich it may be entitled until it complies . Any monefs 
11-Jithilal.d shall be appo:rt1on()d by th.e super intendant at 
the next annual apportionment in the same manner as 
otha~ school momlys in the treasu:y . G 
. 5state of California; ~(lU2ati<an gqdh (Extracts ±~rom 
the Constitution of Cali.f'o.rnia . Sacramento: State Pri.nting 
Office , 1955) ~ p . 1103 . 
6I b1d . • p . 547 . 
.... J 
Although the use of supplementary textbooks is 
encouragect , 7 ther.a is little question as to the place of 
state-adopted textbooks: they are the basic texts in the 
elementary schools of California . It must be assumed tb.at 
the majority of' elementary schools of this state operata 
within the statutes of the ~qcat6on Qgg~, including the 
mandatory use of adopted textbooks . 
7 
Because of this method of selecting and adopting 
elementary textbooks , California has in effect a basic 
course of. study in the elementary schools for those grades 
and subjects for which a basic text has been adopted . It 
is. true that districts supplement the cu:rriculum in many 
ways and -with diverse methods which are unique to their own 
teachers and schools . It tvas not the purpose of thi.s study 
to attempt to overlook this aotue.li ty • but rat he I to 
investigate the curricular validity of the achievement 
tests only in :relation to the basic textbooks . 
J.mno,rtWJQ& 24 ttle ~:l.· A stan.daxdized test of' 
aahievement is a useful instrument for measuring the 
progress made .by pupils in subject matter areas and mak1r~ 
certain comparisons related to ,he norms which have been 
established through the nation· wide srunpling of a given 
7Ibi<l . 
---
school population. National norma r·aprssent the average 
attainment of large ~roups of unsaleoted pupils 1n school 
·distr. e ~s of every type and shot,ld not sst the goal for 
any a lass . Ho\vavar , fa1. ure to meet this ste.nda:rd merits 
1nterpretat5.on in te~ms of the local school situation . 
8 
A variety of cat.:tses for substandard school achiev~­
ment may be tendered w1 th justification. A r~cent 
pt;tblication of' the Calii ..otnia State Department of 
F~ucat1on included thas~ ovitaria: 
Differences in the ability of diffe:r·ent groups or 
pupils , curriculum content , curricular emphasis , 
instructional matex1e.ls ;- taa.chGrS' ability , length or 
school year , as w~ll as othor factors . account for 
deviations f'rom text noxms . 
As a result , H'l'he faet that a class scores above or bGl0\-1 
the norm may not necessarily indicate either superior or 
inferior school \4ork . '19 
Numerous :tud1as hava shown California to bo 
considerably above the ave:ruge of most states in several of 
these areas .. In a :recent survey related to the financial 
support provided schools by each of the f'orty -eight states, 
Galifo.rnia was reported to have the fourth 1ar13est 
8nenr y w. Magnuson and o thex s .EW.lqq.t~ f.\1121;!. 
r,rosre.s.~ . · (Bulletin or the Cal:tfoxn , State Department of 
Education • Vol , XXI , No . 6 , Sacramento : California .. >tate 
Department of Gducation ~ April , 1952) , p . 31 . 
9Ibid . 
- -
expenditure pe.r pup 1 , ~~341 ~ and was ranked second in the 
average yearly se.la.3Jy paid ·to teaohers , $4 1.925·,1° 
9 
The Council of State Governn~nts aonduct~d an 
extensive 1ation ... vlide study in 1949 and f'ound that 
California: (l) ranked second in average daily attendance , 
(2 ) \<Jas bey9nd comparison vJith all other states in th 
educational preparation of its teaahexs since more than 
half held the ~lasters ' or a ltigt er degree, and (:3) ranked 
second only to NetrJ Yotk in the ave:ragfil yearly salary paid 
to ·t;eaohars , 11 
From these data it may be assumed, th~refore . that 
in relat•on to attendanc~ .• teaet~ers ' training , and ·the 
expenditure per pupil and class:oom unit Cal1f'ornia.'s 
schools are f.ar above the national av ~age . ThG financial 
support of. publie education in Ca.lifo~nia for the 1954-55 
school year rap.resentad more than 30 per cant of the 
entire state expend1 tul'o program and amotmtecl to tt1e sum 
of $4::>4 •331 , 756 . 12 
10'"£im •s ·Timely Trip 'to Wanh1ngton . 11 Itl£.! , 38 :110; 
February 21 • 1955 ~ 
llThe Council of s tate Governments . Tha l9.W:· .. ffi!snt 
§tnte f..~b,Qgl. S~§Jtem§ (Chicago: · The Council of state 
Go,rernmants, 1949) , pp . 30 ., 72 , 165. · 
· 12state of Cal1forn~a, ~~ .tQ.l. the Fi~ga~. l~a~ · ~. 1.954 :ill2, J1~8! !2-Q, J.95(2 (Submitted by GOod,.~ in J . Kn ght ,. 
Governor to the alifornia I..agislatu:re ... - 1954 Budget Sess:ton . 
Sacramento: ;)tate F'rinting Off'1ce 0 1954) , A-9 . 
lO 
'!he controversy for and against the stnte- adopted 
and printed textbook has been waged periodically for 
c1eoades ~ l3 In the past ftti years , however , criticism from 
both edll<mtors and. publishers has been on the increase a.nd 
has inolu.ded frequent mention or the inferior content of 
basic taxts .14 It was not the purpose o:f this study to 
condemn or condone ourrent praotiaes in t~xtbook adoption 
i.n tha State ot California or a.tten1pt to weigh the 
relo.tiva merits of the present basia texts in arithmetic , 
13Torn ans , ••seed Planted ror Repetition of 1931 
Textbook Upheaval , " TP,e Sacr§:~Jl.tnto Qn~,on , April 10, 1957 . 
l4The following comments are typical of many found 
in this publication: Assembly Interim Committee on 
Education , ij§por,! 2l Subcommit~at sn TNxtboo~~ ' Assembly 
Interim Com.mi ttee Reports 1 Volume 10, umbt"lt' 5 (Saeratnento: Assembly of the State of' l.lslito:rnia• April • 1956) , 120 PP • 
'
1\PJe feel that sta.te- suppl.1 ·'i t~Jxtbooks are not the 
best available . " Board Member ~ McKittrick Elementary 
Dis,t~ ·"ot , p ~ 34 .• 
1
'It has bean my experience that the textbooks have 
baen poorly bound and interior. to the same books produced 
by private companies . " Dr . 'i . R. Nelson , superintendent , 
Tustin Elemantax'y School Dir-;triot , p . 93 . 
'
1 It is obvious that the California system denies top-
flight textbooks to California children while increasing 
the cost of bool~s to the ·taxpayer . It is obvious also that 
meny of your local schools or school boaxds shelve state~ 
pl: in ted books and buy supplement ry texts for actual 
instructional pur poses ~ " Allyn and Daoon, Inco:rpoxated , (a nonbidding publisher . ) · 
language . and spelling against others ~Jhich have been 
vJidely aoclairoed . lt is of impo:rta.noa •. however . to 
investi~ate those taotors Which may contribute to the 
achievement of' the elementary school pupils o:f.' this state 
as measured on standa:rdi~ed ·tests , 
ll 
It has been pointed out that curriculum content and 
1nstruct.ional materials . n ~ •• aoeount for deviations ftom 
test norms ~ nl5 Yet to tho k:nolJlerlge of this investigatot • 
no studies have been made oompar:i.ng curriculum content as 
expresset in the basic state textbooks with tl~ standard-
. 
ized tGsts commonly used throughotlt tho state to measure 
achievement . In t i'?: it discussion of me·asurement and its 
~ ' '; ; ' . 
application in education ,, Michaels and Karnes w:J:~ote: 
A t·ule:v is a measuring inst~t~mont . An achievement 
test is also a measuring instrument ., Just as soma 
rulax·s ate moJ.Ia accurate than others ,. some achievement 
tests are mo~e precise than others , lo 
Although su<:h a test may provide a precise and valid 
measure of the population upon which it was standardized . 
it may be a most inaccurate and invalid measure of a 
second population , such as the pupils of a school district 
·---·---
10Magnuson , Sl.ll• c~1; ., p . 31 . 
16\villiam J . Michaels and M. Ray Karnes 1 ~asur1m 
Ed.uoation~ £\Ohie,vement (New York: McGraw ... Hill Book 
Company , no , 5, p . 8 . 
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in California . A tJst Which does not fit the content of 
the curr ioulum cr:tn aea:rcely be considered one whloh has 
been \tdsely chosen , regardless of ii;s intxinsio ourrioular 
validity . 
lf tho hypothesis as stat~d' 1s :f'oun<-1 to be correct , 
that the standard1.zed · tests selected for study do possess 
a satisfaotory degree of' cu·rricular validity 111hen compared 
with the state-adopted textbooks in arithmetic , language • 
and spelling. then th.ey may be assumed to be satisfactory 
1nstJuments for the measur(itmE:mt of achievement 1n tbeo;)e 
subject-matter areas in the elemanta:vy schools ol.' 
Ce.11fo~ni.a . However , 1f the opposite is true . then it 
must be concluded that the majority of the elementary 
so.hoc)ls of this state are wastirlg a great deal of time and 
money each year· adm1n1ste.ri.ng tests "'th.1ch are a. poor 
measure of what has been taught . 
Ot&!i\ll!ia:ttiqn Q.t 1W! t;ano~lf· A br. ief rfW1e1(1 of the 
11te:rattu-e dealing tiith achievement teats , textbooks , and 
stttdies closely :related to this one is given 1n Chapter II. 
The foJ.lowing Chapter presents a desor.iption of the tests 
and texts used in this study and the method of selection. 
Chapters IV , V, and VI deal w.ith. tho presentation and 
anaJ.ys is of the data obtained from the comparison of the 
· ' ,'; 
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arithmetic , language , and spelling texts with the three 
ach:i.evem nt tests in that order . A disollssion of aJ.l of 
the data and the curricular valid1ty of the tlttee achieve-
ment tests will be found in Chapter VII and a summary , 
conclusions, and recommendations in Chaptax VIII . A 
selected bibliography and appendix of portinent mate:r ials 
compl et e t he report ~ 
HAPX.ER II 
REVIID.rl OF THE I.,IT RATURE 
AohiavEJment tests and 'tl1e state ... adoption of text-
books have both been controversial issues for deca.d s .. The 
p:roponents for t es t or: t ext have perhaps attenlpted to take 
more merit for tho work in question than p:rGoept or prae·t:tce 
justified• while the opponen·s have been distinguished by 
a.n equal ardor for their s·tand on the matter , -whioh too 
often ;. un:f'ortunataly . has been bas~d on misconception and 
a laok of undel'standing of' the goals and gains in question . 
Textbooks and achievement tests have an intrinsic 
rela tionship to currie~~ . so that changes in one have 
usually offeot ed tile oth ·r two . l The r esult has often 
created educational controv$rsy as to the unduo influence 
or text or t es t em ctlrricula~· objectives . 
In vie~ ot the nature of ttus study , it seem~d 
pertinent to include in the .rev1Entl of the 11 t erature nome 
information on the use and interpretation of achievement 
test~s and a brief r esume of the past and current status of 
... 
l Wilma T. Donahue , Clyde 1 . Coombs , and Robert M. 
~ • Travers , Xhi! P.;i~~il\!l:Q·ffi§.!l:!l 2.( etugr.~ Jl.&:l;1gsl;ment a:qQ 
Acbieveme~t (Contribut ons from the nstitute for Hwnan 
Adjustmen ; Bureau of Psychological Services , Uni ve:r,sity 
of Michigan . Ann /trbor: University of. Michigan Press . 
1 949 ) , p ,. 85 . 
the taxtboolt , particularly in the State of California . 
The chapter is concluded with a revie\<4 of several 
studies which are more directly r lated to this one . 
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The litexa.ture on standardized .tests of this type 
is voluminous * for ever sinoe the issuance of Tho.rndika •s 
famous dictum that , "lrlha.tever exists at all exists in 
sorne am01.tnt ,. To know it ·tho.rougl:Uy involves. kno\'lling its 
quantity as ·v~ell as its qual1ty . '*2 men nave attempted to 
construct valid and reliable tools for measuring school 
achievement - Meanwt1ila , their ocmtempoxa.:ries have been 
equally busy preparing man~scr ipts ~hioh ar1t1e1ze and 
reject ., or pxaise and accept these .tnstrtunents , depending 
upon the outcome of their research and personal experience 
with the scala in question . 
1h~ ~ 2! ags1~~mgDt tests . The usa of teats 
. has bean phenomenal so that onl y a shor.t twenty years 
afte~ Thorndike•s challenge to his colleagues , Ralph w. 
Tyler ~1rote: 
2 ~ .. L,. Thorndike t "The Na·ti.:u~a . · Purposes , end 
General Methods o:r Edueat:Lonal Prodllots , n ~ tvfea.s,gtlemoot 
2f Edgga·~ton§l froquots , The Seventeenth. Yea:rbook of the 
National Society tor the ... tudy of Education • l?art II 
(Bloomington ~ Illinois : Ptlblic School :£.l ublishing Company , 
1918) ' p . 16 ' 
Fo~ty-one years ago the ach:i.evemant ... t esting move .. 
ment had its inception in the ~oxk :i.n spelling ot: J . 
M. Rice . Since that time millions of achievement 
16 
tests have been sold • millions of~ildran hav~.~r*-.~--------4 
tested , und more than one hundred books have been tvxit-
ten describing achievement tests and their uses . That 
the o.chievamant .... testing movement has made tremendous 
gro1:tt'h is obvious .. 3 
And it has continued to grow !n the almost. two decades vlhioh 
ha.ve followed . 
In a study of testing praatioes in city school 
systems in California oonduoted in 194,9, Ho,'lard and 
Michaelis found that of thirty-eight unified school 
distr :tots polled• s tandardized achievement tests were 
aruninistered regularly j~ 80 per cent of them . Usage 
ranged from no testing in eight sQhool systems to yea~ly 
testing in one school system.4 A simila~ inquiry into the 
practices o:f !'orty--four county school systems in Califotnia 
revealed that standa.rdized tests were the most ,,.,idely used 
me tbod of evaluation . a.ecounting ;for 44 per cent or the 
total devices utUizad for this purpose . Tests were ruost 
oRal ph W. Tyler • 111rhe Specific Techniques of 
Investigation; F;:xaminihg ana. r.resting Acqu3.ted Kno\'JleCl.ge , 
Skillt and Ability t n l:ht s c;tent!fic 1• vemG t in Jr4uca.~, 
The Xhirty-sevanth'Yearbook of the Nat cnal Society-for the 
Study of Education1 Par t li (Bloomington, Illinois~ l·ublic 
School Publishing Company ~ 1938), ·p . 341 . . 
4Charles HoYJa..rd · and John V. Mi chaelis, "Current 
P~~actices irt lwaluation in City School Systems in 
California, " Jqyrnt:tlj Q! fj:qug~'Si12nal Resea,rch.1 4o :250 -60 ~ 
Decembex , 1949. 
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frequen·cly administered in the upper elementa:ry g;ra.des vJi th 
75 per cent of th~~ · reporting districts using tests 
regularly in grade six t 71 per osnt in g.rade seven, and 84 
per cent in :rad.e eight . 5 
axler has found t he tJ.:end to be toward the use of' . 
tests of scholastic ap~itt:tde , achiov ment , and interests 
that provide a basis fb.r. diagnosis in broad areas and 1ri 
which the r esults are expressed in profile form. so that 
an 1nclivic1ual •s capacities and achievement may be readily 
compared in graphic terms ,6 
}j!l' QQS~;i t2.!. ~~t~X!& . An aoh1avement test has been 
defined by Walter Durost as a: 
~ • , series of test questions rigorously s lected 
to mee.sura a typical cross-section or instl'l~otion 1n 
eaQh subject-matter a.l:'ea and subsequently administ:arad 
to la.r e :raprasentativEJ groups to m:ovid a basis ~or: 
the intexpt~tat1on of t Qst soorQs ~7 
5Joh.n V. Michaelis • •1Eiralua.tion in Calit'otn1a. County 
School Systems ; 11 Cn*~ks1r.ni~ ~o,u~ .2t l~),EU.JlS!l}ia.~Jl Ec1gcat1on , 
17:12~20 , Augu~t, 1 948 . 
6Arthur 3 .. Traxler • "12 Current Trends in Testing , " 
1:n!. Cl.aa:riog !iouse, 28:3-7 • September , 1953 . 
7vJaJ.ter N. Du.rost , " ~~l1.at Constitutes a Minimal 
Soh.ool ~resting P.rogl'am? •• · lli\qcajjtonal. and PsxghoJ,ogig§l 
£1aa.surement , 7:46 , Spri.ng , .. 1947 . 
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He felt that j,n many cases , t esting was multi-pt:u:posive ; 111 
that it s&:rved the child, the teaoher, the supervisor. and 
the adm:tn1st:rator .8 Greena t Jorgensen , and Gerberioh a.l~JO 
stressed tho value of a.~hievetnent tests in solving 
1nstruotio:nal proble 1s, in the analysis and diagnosis or 
individual and class prot1aianaies and d~fiaiencies , and 
as a basis for remedial instruction and gt.lidanoe ~ 9 It 
appeared to be the opinion o:£ many writers on ttle subject 
that the most importunt par 'ti of the t es tlng program \-Jas the 
interpretation and subsequent use of test data. O.ronbach 
fel'b that there are two important tunQtions of testing 1 
rediot1on and diagnosis . 11 Predic~on 1s the ultimate 
justi1'1oation for the achievement test uaao fot grading 1n 
school . ulO It predicts not only tbe pupil•s ability to 
oar:ry on soma future net1v1ty • but also gives the teacher 
a prediction as to the anticipated results of a g1v6n 
method of' 1nstxuot1on.. 'l'he author differentiated between 
9Harry A. ·Greene • AlbE9rt 1\J ~ Jorgensen • · an:l J , 
Raymond Ge:r;bexich . l;~ q,g~§lm~nt §.. rul Eval a Mtll 1&1 ~·i ~~emgn~a~ ~~· (seccn edition; New ork: Longmans ; 
Green and ~ompany , 1953) , pp . 105-19 . 
lOLee J . Cronbaeh , Ess ~nvia.U, Q.t f~X9.~9l9.i~ 
rest!gs. (Net-J Yo:rk : fia rper and Brothers . 1949 , P• 9. 
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prediction and cU.agnosis by stating that the fiJ:st 
emphasi~es differences b~.tween indivi<fuals , or between~ an 
individual and som sta.ndarct . while di4gnosis emptlasizas 
d:t f fe.rancas among characte:ris·ties of a sing.ls individual .. 
He concluded that . 11 D14gnosis involves prediction, s1n¢e 
t ho t est user must tlEJcida what b~S~havio:r the present pattern 
o:r characteristics permits and how stable that . ttern t'lill 
rema;tn . nll 
-·-·--, 
achievement test results was discussed by Claude F. Bridges 
Who felt t hat each pupil •s score was tha ;r esult of the ' 
cumulative effect of manY factors . all of which should be 
duly considered in the interpretation of test scores . 
Spec1a.i emphasis was given to the following 1 
1 . The motivation ot the pupil by the hom$ and 
the community . 
2 . Tha pupil's potentialities .fol? learning . 
3 . The personal eharactax•istics of t.b.e pupil . 
4 . Xne pupil's activities out of school . 
5 . <"'chool attendance . 
6 • 'the Ieadj,neSS of beginning pupils fOJ: academic 
1/'JOI'k• 
llJ..b:J,d . , P• 10 . 
7. Pre~ious sclwol1ng . 
a ~ stability or residenco . 
9. The school system •s :retontion of slow 
learners , 
10 . Community cooperation. 
11 • . 'lhe J.ength or the sohool year .finanoed by the 
comml~nity • 
12 ~ lnst~uctional materials provided ~ 
· 13 . The opportunity provided ou·tside the school 
!.'or augmenting achievement in s cb.Gol subj eats . 
14 . Reliab1li ty ltJith wbj,on the tosts are adminis-
tered and sao red; and the rasUl to recorded • 
15. Appropriateness of test content , 
16 . Appropriateness and adequacy of test no:tms . 12 
Ih§. t§lat!onsn1n b,et\i§!en \e§,t !m s_ux;siQ~um. The 
fear that standardized achievement tents 'lrloUld have an 
tlndue influence on cur:r:ioulwn construotion ana practices 
h.e.s been ~requently voiced by many educators . In an 
addreso before tha Counoil of Chlef State School Officers 
in November of 1955 , F. E. Flngleman , Commissioner of 
. ' 
Education of the State of Connecticut, str:esoed the need 
for a framework of eu:r r iculal' exper lances Which wonld be 
20 
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common to the entire nation. He stated that this goal \'Ja.s 
the function of ' uc:ators and not 'f(axtbook , wx-1ters and the 
makax·s of , standardized. t ests . 
Fox many s chool systems in the United States these 
people or the salesmen for thei~ tasts determine what 
1s bain{\ taught and when depending ! of' co1.U'Se 1 on the 
emphasis placed by the adm1n1strat on on tha 
importanoo of standardiZGd test. results . Examinations 
shOUld be dav1sed 1n· t erms of inst ruetionaJ. objaot1vas . 
F1;~:~st the ou:rriculum, then t;ho test . ~l!oQ o.ft.rnl the 
Jieve:rs has been true ~ 't~e have the cart before the 
norcse . l3 
Stoddard cautioned that·, ••Unless He ara viatohful , ·the 
makers of tests will determine not only how to test and 
measuxa a nd. evaluate , but also t-Jhat to ·taao}) and "Wbat to 
--~J approve . nl4 
Opi .nions of this sort are ; ho r~aver , counterbalanced 
by tt ose t>Jho s e a pxocess of mutual interaction between 
standardiz d test and ou~~ioulum. Irving D. Lorge felt 
tht~t it was usually ·the c~:rrioulum which modified the 
test and that as changes were made in the curr ·· culum, 
------
lZlp . r~ . Engleman • "Need for Res ta.tament of Minimum 
'Sssentials and Common P:r:tnciplos in Public Education, n (Paper given bef'.ore Council of Chief State School Officers . 
November 7 , L 55 ) , (Mi meographed . ) 
14George D. Stoddard , 11 :r::aucation and Public 
Poliay," lhe lFdtt~5!·~;ton~i B~co~,d , 28:~63 t .July, 1947 . 
chang as took place in tests of tichievement .15 This v:ta111 
was supported by Betts , who wrote: 
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• • • for sohools tend to teach \~hat is tested , and 
tests cover only wnat is commonly taught . Os$rs rej$ct 
achievement tests appearing to measure what is not . 
taught . notwithstanding that it ought to be. tallght . l6 
It may be concluded that standa~d. ieed tests of . 
achievEJment are useful tools for prediction . diagnosis , 
and evaluation when they e:e oa~efully saleoted . adminis~ 
toted • soored 1 and in~erpretad with und ~standing . 
A ~ ibftld • Ross urged that tests be recognized 
ae limited 1nstrmaents but not to be condemned or rejected 
because of their limitations.. Tbe urn.ot:J.cal parson is wise 
enough not to seek pe~faet1on and ; 
• ~ • takas the oommon~sense point of view that the 
proper thing to be done undor the oiraumstances is to 
make the best possible use o:f.' such tools as ex1j. t . 
while \-Ja.iting !'or better ones to be developed . l·r 
--·-·----
15lrv1n~ n. Lorge • nT;rends 1n the Measurement of 
Achi. avQment ; u Ill!. Measilmruan't s.t ~t~qnn! A&'\,;Justmen:t; .lrul Aah~e'(,tme~!! . Contr ibut ons from the stitute for Human 
Adjustmen 1 Bureau of Psyohologiaal EJervioes • University 
oi' Michigan (Ann Arbor : Un.ivers!ty of l~ich1gan Press , 
1949) , PP • 86 -..96 " 
l6Gilbert L. Betts , nsuggastions tot a Better 
Interpretation and Use of Standardiz~d Achievemoot Tests ,'' 
idQgat:t,gn; 71:219, December , 1950 . 
l7noss, 2n.• ill,. , pp . 97 ... 98 " 
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The JJemarks of Leonard P, Ay:res in .the 1nltial 
cbaptex of' The §.even~e§nth Xea.rboo~ g! tho J!at&ona.l SQoietx 
for_ Ji.G~ t9dY of E.£-tuaa.tign are ·as timely today as they trJare 
in 1918 . After reviewing the history of educa.t1o.nal 
mea.su:rement and the need for ext ended use o:t) the sc1entif1c 
method of inquiry , he added , '•The importance or the move-
ment lies not only in its past and present achievements , 
but ·in the hope of the futur(a , nlS '!'h.e hope of the future 
continues to lie ahead , but presently there is much to be 
gained through the sagacious use of' achievement tests . 
I I , TE:XTBOOKS 
As Amerioan adu<!ation has &town in scope and com-
plexity • so has the production and use of the textbook . 
Although some eduoationa.l reformers have decrJ.ed 1 ts 
~ idesp:read use and tht~ dapEmdenae of both teacher and 
lea:rner upon it , fe\i instructo~s are willing or able to 
stand without the tGxt ~ !n a reoGnt o.nd comprehensive 
study of text materials . Cronbach w~ote: 
At the center of the present- day educational scene 
in America is the textbook . It takes a dominant place 
in the typical school trom the first grade to the 
18Ayres , ~· cit . , p . 15. 
college . Only the teacher--and perhaps a blackboard 
and \'Jriting materiaJ.s ..... al.'e fCJund as universally as the 
textbook in ou~ olassrooms . l9 · 
The preparation, selection , and proper use of suit-
able textbooks is a joint responsibility of au,thor , 
publisher, school administrator , and teaoher . The 
d$legat.ion <>!' thi.s :respotlsibili ty· has been one or inc:reased 
significance in California because of the cont1nuod 
practice of state~adoption and printing or elementary 
textbooks . The issue has not yet been resolved. 
The adop~:aoq 2.! 1;_gxtbool,{.J! . Philadelphia. in 1618 
t-tas the !'i:rst city to supply free tGxtbooks in its public 
schools and f-1assaqhusetts in 1884 tho first state to make 
free textbooks mandatory throughout its school distr.iots . 
By 1927 • twenty - five states lla.d state o~owide uniformity la\<JS , 
se~enteen states had loqal adoptions , five states had 
county adoptions , and one state had looal or oounty 
adoptions . Although five states , California , Kansas ,. 
Oklahoma, South Dakota . and Tennessee had laws under tihich. 
t$xtbooks eould be ptinted by the state . only California 
and Kansas have actually undertaken the task . In 1928 
----·--
19Lee J . Cronbach {ed . ). Texjt Me;tHit:£~als in ~Qir.s 
FAqcat1on (Utbana , lllinois: UniversH~y of Illinois Press • 
l955t, p . 3 . 
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T~dwell surveyed te~tbook practices in the various states 
.f'eeling that , n . • ~ next to the teacher he.r self • textbooks 
have had a larger part in data:t:mining ,.lhat has bean taught 
end hol it has bean taught than any other single 
1nfluence . "20 He gave five reasons tor state t~n1fo~mity 
in textbook selection which included f (1 ) less cost t tmn 
under local adoption practices , (2) books selected by an 
adopting bod.y appointed because ot professional qual.ifiea ... 
tions a~e likely to be better than those s0lected by local 
boards , (3) teachers and other school oftioia.ls are 
.relieved of salesmen, (4J it provides continuity of 
instruction in states wha:re there al'e fxequent population 
shifts , and (6) makes possible the fotmulation and adoption 
of a un1fo~m rnin1murn state oour se of s·tudy Which ct; n be 
enforced . Only one reason ~as presented against stat~ 
adoption; that books suitable for one locality might not 
be acceptable to another .. 21 
!J!tional trqg(\§ !n a(lopttign UlH!!tSt!c!§.. Throughout 
the ensuing years . the national trend in textbook provisions 
has be~n (1) from single textbook lists to multiple 
aoclyde J. ~ Tidwell , ~tqte Qgn~rom ~ ;Iex'Jibpokg 
(Cont.ril:~utions to Education , ·No . 299 . · ew Yotk: Teaohel's 
College , Columbia University . 1928) , p. 1 . 
21!bid~ · pp . 44-45. 
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listings , (2) from local or personal sources of funds to 
state aid , and ( 3) f'xom pu_pil r antals and pur chase to frEle 
textbooks ~ 22 No one writer in California has been more 
vociferous in tho tigb.t against state textbooks than 
Ellwood Cubberley . In 1931 he charged that the matter ~as 
largely a political issue and that th~re had never been any 
educational demand that the textbooks used in the schools 
be ado pted and printed by the state . 2a The artiole ended 
with this forceful statement• 
The aonclusion is inevitable that it is an exhibi -
tion of the utmost lack of good financial judgment 4 • 
to say nothing or the far more important educational 
cona1darat1o.ns 1nvolved~-for any American state to 
embark on state publication of the schoolbooks used in 
its schools . 24 
Many edl.lcators , publishers , and lay citizens throtJ8hout the 
years ha:ve concurred with Cubberley •s opinion on this 
controversial subj ct ., While still othf:trs have defended and 
applauded Californ:ta•s continuing system of single , 
22tet-J1~ W. :Burnett, 11 Sohools Are Gaining in Battle 
Against ~~tate Control of '£extbooks , .. Nation~ §gbogls , 45: 
49 . May , 1960. 
2:3Ellvwod P •. Cubberlay , uTha State Publication of 
Textbooks , '' ,Ih! Textbgok ill ~t'.J~l!!l n,d!lcition , The Thirti.~tll 
Yearbook o:f the National Society · or the ~tudy of' Education . 
Part II (l3loomington1 Illinois : Public f3ohool Publishing Company , 1931) ; p . 2~5 . 
24Ib~Q. ., p . 247 . 
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exclus iva textbook adoption for the elementa.x·y school with 
the pr.inting and distribution of the selected texts 
undertaken by the state . 
I§.~tbooJ;s p~qdyatton !B Qa~t.tqx:n~~ · The production 
and distribution of textbooks in California is a gigantic 
and growing enterprise . Roy E. Simpson , Superintendant of 
Public Instruction . reported in 1946 that : 
During th.e prewar years ttte State Department of 
Education normally d 1str1btlted from 900 , coo to 
1 , 000, ooo copies annually of free school textbooks , 
eoo,ooo of Which were clotn .. bound volumes requiring 
maximum processing in the State printing plant . 25 
'l'he legislature appropriated $986 , 660 for textbooks for the 
years 1937-1939 and 1 ,467 . 664 for the years 1943- 1945 . 26 
Ey 1954 enrollment in the schools of the state had risen 
sharply and Governor· Knight requested an appropriation oi' 
$2 , 514 ,125 :for free textbooks tor the year 1954 · 1955 , of 
whiah $1 , 749 , 416 of the total amount represented the 
actual oost of print1.ng e.nd the remainder for salaries and 
wages , operating expense , and equipment . F'unds for main ... 
taining the administrative unit fo1 Textbooks and 
26Roy .E . Simpson , "1ha Problem of' Production and 
Distribution 1n the California Textbook Program , •t CaJ,ifo.t;Qi~ 
RChoot~ . 17:264 , October , 1946 . 
261£~ • • p . 266 . 
Publications of the State Department of Education v~ere in 
addition to ttlis request and totalled $97 ,869 . 27 In this 
report to the legislature it was stated that • 
In 1952-53; 4 , 534 , 000 books ~ere distributed , and 
in 1953-54 it is estimated that 5,ooo,ooo 'books will 
bo distributed,. The proposed budget is based on a 
distribution of 6 , 844 , 000 books . 28 
As school enrollments continue to increase it is expected 
that textbook pJ;oduotion will follo\IJ suit . 
28 
Ba§;hg §tate textl,2ooks . Basic textbooks are now 
issued for the fol:).ot-J i ng subjects and grades: (l) reading , 
grades one through eight; (2) s pellj.ng; grades three 
through eight; (3) arithtnatia , grades three through eight; 
(4) language . grades four through eight; (5) science , grades 
seven and eight; (6) history am geography , grad.es four 
through eighti (7) civics , grade eight; (8) handwriting , 
grades three through eight; ar~ (9) music , grades two 
through eight . In addition , supplementary textbooks are 
available -in literature , science , history and geography , 
conservation , and music . Section 11291 of the :§ducatio.n 
Code provides that: 
------
27state of California, Budget tS!! !h&. ~i,esgfi!l Year 
~ l:, , 1954 jm ~91l! Q.Q , 1955 , 2..12. • cit . , p. 24 ~~ . 
28Ib1g . ; p . 1227 . 
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The State Boa.rd of Education shall provide for the 
distribution or basio textbooks in such manner as to 
providG each pupil enrolled in each grade of an 
elementa»y s·ohool one aopy or each basic textbook 
adopted for use in such grade during the pexiod of the 
school year the textbook is ln actual use in such 
school; · exce-pt that school districts may order , in lieu 
thereof, bas!o textbooks adopted for lO\&Jar grades or 
higher grades for use by those pupils for whom such 
textbooks tvould be mo:r0 appropriate , 1'be board · shall 
provide for the distribution of other textbooks 
supplementary textbooks . and teachers• manuals ln such 
manner as !t may determine .29 
A requisition :tor textbooks is made yearly by each 
school district upon a form supplied by the State Department 
of ·Education. Requests are basad on estimated enrollments 
find revie lfJC~d . by the state department by comparing the 
average daily attendance of the district 'With the eot!mated 
enrollments as given . 
~le9t;kon ~ng, ~d qi?tio.Q 2.!:. state tax£boo,ts§.. Division 
5, Chapter 1 1 Article 1 of _the JS!q.qat.t~ Coda defines the 
establis hment of , duties , and authority of the 8te.te 
Curriculum Commission .30 This body consists of the 
Sup ex intend en t of :Public Instruction and ten additional 
members appointed by the ('uperintandent \'lith the a pproval 
of the State Board of Education. It includes at least one 
29s tate of California , 9 • ~t. , p. 547 . 
30lp1d, ., pp . 524 - 25 . 
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aounty super1nnandent of schools , one cj,ty super intendant 
of schools , one certificated person employed in a junior 
college , one higb school and one oloowntaxy school 
principal, one college teacher of aduoat1on • . ·and one 
classroom teacher . Members are appointed !'or ,f'our ... yaar 
terms . Among othe:r respons1bil1 ties inv sted .. in tho 
commission, its members are empowered to r.ecormnend to the 
State Board of Education , '' • •• specif'ica.tions for tex~­
books fo:t~ uniform use in the schools of the State so that 
the textbooks adopted shall conform to the m1n3.mum standard 
tor cou:tses of study . u31 In addition , Section 11166 
ptovides that; 
T-he State Curxic.nUum Commission may also study the 
textbooks submitted to the State Board of Education tor 
adopti(>n and make .recommendations thereon to the State 
~ard of Education ~ The State Curr1oulum Commission 
shall give prefer nee to Cali:f'ornia produced books o:f' 
equal or superior marit .32 
In practice , thora£ore . the basic state textbooks are 
selected by the State Curriculum Commission ani approved by 
tbG State Boaro of Education upon thei:r reoommenda:tion . 
Section 11184 of the E~u9ation &o~~ provides that 
textbooks be adopted for a period of not less than s 1x 
31 . ~p~q .' p . 543 . 
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years nor more than eight years and that 1 
After an original adoption per iod has expired ; the 
State Eoa.rd of :r~uoat1on may readopt such books t:or not 
less than one year nor more than eight years in the 
same manner as prescribed by th1a section for original 
a.doption . :33 
l\u! coqt;oye~tt !g Q~.~.1;'Ql:Ui! · '.rh.e length of the 
adoption period has frequently been criticized by educator e 
VJho felt that books \.zere continued in use long attar their 
content bud become obsolete . Burnett believes that the 
state ... adoption plan stifled local initiative and ir.titated 
teachers because among other reasons, "State adoptions 
involve long periods of time during \<Jhicb new and better 
books cannot be adopted . n:34 
The present superintendent and his staff have 
continued to support the present method of textbook 
selection and production . In a recent article 1n _jaJ.ito;£g!a 
.§SP..QQ.l:a_, he commented.; 
Taaohaxs antaliing pxofeesionaJ. s rvice in California. 
txequently comment on the wealth of textbook materials 
made available to~ the use of pupils . Our state 
textbooks are salactfi.ld by ·tlle State Curr icullllll Commis-
sion and adopted by our State Board of Education. 
Literally ·thousands of teachers participate in the 
selection so tnat excellent material is made available 
to ~alif.orn ia children . 
33Ib3,g ., p . 544 . 
34Buxnett . loc . git . 
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Without maklng the same careful evaluation of text --
book materials which is now made by tha Outriculum 
Commission and the thousands of teachers they enlist in 
their co ... operativa study of textbooks , no one is justified in condemning any state- adopted textbook . We 
have a serious responsibil1 ty to assist teachers to 
make thEl fullest and most intelligent use of ma.te:t1al 
wn1ch is p:r·ovided in acoo;rda.nee with the laws passed by 
the elected representat!-ges of the people in the 
Californi Legislature . , 
UortJever, legislative investigation of the problem 
has resulted in an effort to amend Section 7 of Article IX 
of the Constitution of the State of California .. Following 
their prolonged study of the textbook issue , the Assembly 
Interim Con1mittee on Education recommended the proposal of 
a constitutional amendment to provide that: 
1 . The local school districts of administration 
could select and obtain those el ementary textbooks 
which \•Jould best fit their cur ricu.lum and tne needs 
of' the children in the.i.r schools ,. 
2 . A minimum I noo:t 11 of at laa.st $4 per pupil in 
avera. e daily attendance \\jOuld be specifically 
appor·t ion by the State each year to the local sohool 
districts , for the purchase of elementary textbooks . 
3 . In thos local di.s tricts where less than 900 
pupils are in attendance , the responsibility f.o:r local 
selection of. elementary textbooks uqed in these 
smallest districts would then fall to the county 
superintendent of schools , the next highest level of 
looe.l school administration. 36 
35Roy E. Simpson , "Education in Galifornia--A Repor·t 
to the People , •• Cal;troru§;. §.o).4oq_d.Jl, 27 :227.-.28 . June , 1956 . 
36Assembly Interim ·commi ttee on Education , ~· £!~., 
pp . 26 ... 27 . 
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The outcome of their efforts ]emains to be seen. Mean ... 
while , .Arizona and California are the t\IJo remaining states 
in the nation which have continued ·the system o.f singJ.~ , 
exclusive adoption of textbooks in the elementary schools , 
and California is the only state engaged in the 
., 
contx,oversial practice of textbook production and 
d istr ibu tion. 
III . RELATTID STUDIES 
·In the course of reviewing the literature pertaining 
to textbooks and achievement tests , only three articles 
were found which were at all related to this study . They 
were all oonosrnad with spelling achievement only . 
The first . published in June of' 1946 , 'Ysas an attempt 
of several teachers at the Beach School in .ortland, 
Oregon. to determine what progress ; if any , their pupils 
ware making in spell1ng .37 The sp lling lists of six 
standardized tests were used and included tvJo forms o .f the 
Mo~riso~4f cCall Spelling Scale; tne sp lling tests of tl~ 
Stanford Achievemant Test ; Forms D and E; Fotm A of the 
Progress ive Achievement Test~ Intermediate Battery , and 
37R. A. Kenney , 11 Spelling Evaluation with Standar -
dized Tests , u Blemanta:r;y §.cbpQl Journ&, 46:574-78 , ~fnnaJ 
1946 . 
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Form B of the Me tropolitan Achievement Tests . They found 
the use of these list tests of little value in the grade 
placement of individual pupils since relatively few were 
placed in the same half-grade by any pair o:f' tests . The 
range in g;rade placement as tested was from 0 . 4 to 2. 5 
grades . It was concluded that , " . • • too much conf idenoe 
cannot be placed in these tests for evaluating instruction 
or for determining grade placement of an individual pqpil 
in oqr school . n:38 
The second study , published in May of 1951 , \-Jas 
concerned vJith the analysis of four widely used standard 
spelling tests in an effort to determine vJhether they 
possessed a high degree of curricular validity when used to 
measure pr-ogress in spelling achievement during a given 
grade in California schools . 39 Appropriate forms for fifth 
and eighth grade pupils of the following tests were used : 
'I 
(1) The California Basic Skills Test; (2) Iowa Every- Pupil 
Test of Basic Skills; (3) Metropolitan Achievement Test; and 
(4 ) Stanford Aah1evement Test . The word lists of each 
spelling test were checked against two criteria : first , was 
-------
38Ibid . , p . 578 . 
39Anton 'rhompson , "Measurement of Pupil Progress in 
Lear·ning to Spell Selected Words , '' Calij';'orn~ Journa.J:, .Q.f 
Egucation~~ Research , 2 :104-10 , May , 195l . 
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the \«Jord includetl in either tha fifth or eighth grade 
sta te .-adopted spelling boolt , Us~ VJors!.§.; and second , \>Jas 
1 t an important or socially useful ~ord , one included am.ong 
those molt commonly \v.ritten by adults as dete:t:mined by 
l!irnest Horn. Thompson found that of the thirty "Jords in 
the Ca.lifo:rnia J3as1c Slcills '.Cast o.f Spelling for grade 
five and grad~ eight . 13 per oent were included in the 
fifth grade text and 40 par cent in the eighth grade tex·t . 
1be percentage of inclusion on the remaining three spelling 
ter;tf5 vJ era: (1 ) lowa Every ... Pupil , 26 per cent of tha forty 
words at g.rada eight; (2) Metropolitan Achievement Test• 
22 per cent or tht} fifty \~ords given at each grade level; 
and (3) Btanf.o:rd Achievement Test . 10 por oent of the fifty 
vJords r1.ven at grade five and 17 per cent of the sixty 
words g.tven at g ada eight . Th:tough this na.J:l'0\'1 inte;r ... 
pratat1on of the tas t s , he concluded that although many of' 
the \.;ords included on the spelling l i~ts \'llere impor t ant 
and socially usefUl , most of them were inapprop.riata for use 
in measuring pupi l progress in l~axning to spell the new 
words assigned in the two stata textbooks . Since standard-
ized tests of· achievement in spelling begin with relatively 
easy 111ords which are k.nown to be below the srade level of 
a given g;roup and terminate with more difficult words 
beyond thoir grade level , j,t :ls not aup.risirlg that Thompson 
36 
arxived at t his concltlsion. Achievement t ests are designed 
to measure not only what the pupil has mastered in a given 
grade , but also what he has learned in a subject matter 
area prior to that grade , The item validity of such a 
test demands that it possess a consistent degree of 
difficulty and discrimination , ''lf the test is to b used 
over several grades as a basis of classification or school 
marl~s , •t \irote Ross , ''the discriminating value of the items 
is of majoJ:: i mportance • •• 40 It appears obvious that the 
most i nclusive test of the spelling \40tds p:resented dur:t.ng 
a spe'cific gr ade. 't-Jould be dra-vm solely from the to ·tal lis t 
of vJords us ed . Standardized tes·ts of aolli evement are 
designed to be of broader scope and significa:ctoe . 
The third study • prepared by Helen 7 . s ao tt and Guy 
M. \ti llson, attempted to: (1) evaluate tha \'Jo.tds a ppeating 
in th<il !::aQ.~-J.;i.fe Pl2qllax according to tllei:r values as 
given in Thorndike •s volume , lh! eaqh§te ~qr.s ~q9.~ ; and 
(2) compare the inc1.den ae of' the words :i.n the spelle~ toJi tb. 
four f'oxm s of' achievement tests in spalling . 41 The tests 
40} OS 8 , Q.ll • cit . t p. 78 . 
41Helen E. Scott and Guy M ~ ~Ulson , 11 A Critioal 
.t:xami.nation of Spelling Words in One Spellex in Relation to 
l'.,oux Standardized Tests in Spelling ' II ,Zo\}:rna.J. .2! muoatigna:t 
~ese~I£h , 49:~31 -43 , January , 1956 . 
37 
selected for study were the Stanford Achievement Test , 
F'orm V; the 'Metropolitan P.r :tmary • I1orm A and Ad vanoed • 
Form Et Revised; the Progressive Aohi$Vement Test , Form A; 
and the Stanford. Achievement Test , Form D. 
The authors conolud.ed that the words chosen and the 
methods suggested in . the ~ern-~ §neller were 
reasonably corxeot in the light of modern educational 
research. The four aohievament tests \vera not found to be 
valid tests for use wi th the speller , since too fe\IJ of the 
test words a.ppaared in the text . . They recommended that 
testing :i.n spelling be confined to those words which had 
been taught since , nTh.e only valid t est; for a drill subject 
is the material \'lhich has been properly adjusted to the 
chj.ld ' S ability , than 'Well taught at the right g~ade 
level . ,t42 
~rhe second and. t hird studies revie\ied a ppeared to 
indi cate t hat although the \IJOrd lists of the stana.axdized 
spelling tests selected \'Jere of merit • their cu:cr icular 
validity in each ins t ance \'las comparatively poor . The'" 
" 
tended to negate the hypothesis presented in this stady , 
but since different forms of the tests and other textbooks 
---·-·---·--
42Ib1d ., P• 341 . 
were being compa:rad , r.alated conclusions could not be . 
drawn from this prior reseatoh • . Unfortunately , s1m1l~r 
S'l:udias devoted . to ar1 thmet1o and language were nqt found 
in reviewing the relevant literat~re . 
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CHAPTER III 
THE TBS'XS AND TE:XTS STUDIED 
The selaction of the achievement tests and subject 
matter areas to be studied was given careful conside~ation . 
It was important. to choose those tests which were in 
aomrnon usage tl1roughout the State of. California and those 
subjects which were common to the tests and for which basic 
texts had been adopted . It ~Ja.s also nacessa:ry to decide 
the grade lovel at which the comparisons should be made , 
preferably one 1n which achievement .tests are frequently 
administered . The means through ~Jhich these d.eclsions were 
reached and a brief discussion of the t ests and texts 
finally selected for &tudy ara presented·in thi~ chapter . 
~l;§qtins !m,i &QP,ieyE!ID§nt ~s<t;s . Many sta.ndard3.zad 
tests of elementary sohool achievement are published each 
year and used throughout the State ot' CS.lifornia. Since 
it appeared advisable to determine the cu.rrioula.:r validity 
of those tests \<Jhi en v1ere most commonly used in the school 
districts of the state , a questionnaire · in the form of a 
l~t tar was mailed in November of.' 1954. to twenty of the 
la~gest city and county administrative units in Celifornia . 
This: lettex· is reproduced on the follovJing page with the 
headings omitted to facilitate spacing . 
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Dear .Mr . 
May I impose upon your gen~Srosity and interest in 
~ducational t(i:)search and entreat you to .fill out just one 
more questionnaire -;.o this one . As a graduate student nt 
College of the Pacif1o • I am a t tempting ts determine the 
curricular validity of standardized aohiev~nent tests at 
the elementary level with the state adopted textbooks in 
tl1e areas of ar 1 thtnetic • spelling , and language . The rele-
vance of the study depends to a great extent llpon the 
analysis of those test s t<Jhich receive the greatest use in 
alifornia schools , and I would greatly ap reci~te knowing 
'lr1hioh tests are used 1n your county . 
Will you please check the grade level or levels 
at \~h:tch standardized achievamant tests are usually a.d -
min:tstexed in your schools ; selecting the check list bel<:rttJ 
the title of the test used . I! a . test not ineluded is used , 
kindly \Hite in the name of the test in the space provided . 
A stamped , self-addressed envelope is enclosed for 
your r epJ.y • 
Very sincerely yours , 
rs . Agnes s. Robinson 
Metropolitan AchievamenA 1~s~s 
Grade 1 . _ 2 . _ 3 . _ 4 . _ 5 . 6 . _ 
Stanford Ach1ev.emep~ Test~ 
Grade 1 . _ 2 . _ .~ . _ 4 . 
4 . 
5 . 6 . 
5 . - 6 . 
-
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Only one district did not :retu:r·n the questionnaire 
· and the d irecto.r of research of a second school depa:rtmer1t 
responded by stating 1;hat they did not have a oounty~t11de 
test :tng program, therefore , th.a information requested was 
not available . A list of those cities and counties polled 
and the total average daj.ly attendance of each for grade:? 
k indergarten through eight as given by the State Department 
ot Mucation is presented in ':'Cable I . l The number of 
childxen in attendance 1n the eight.ean cities and counties 
during the year 1954·1955 totalled l . Oo9 . 340. 'ibis figure 
rapresented 62.3 per cant of' ttle 1 , 618 , 942 elementary 
pupils in average daily attendance for that p r1od within 
• the entire state . 
Eleven of the eighteen school depa~tments who 
responded administered the California Achievement Tests in 
some form in the elementary grades . Some districts gave 
only the reading or a;rit.hmet:la tests ; while others gave the 
complete battery , Four of the cities and counties commonly 
used 'the Matropoli·tan Achievement Tests and r :tva administered. 
al.l or part of. the Stanford Achievement Tests . ..,ome schools 
lca11fornia State D.epartment ot .Education , tg!I5:1on-
~ Q.t the §Ja!.l.i Schoo Fgn¢!. for t.W! Fi§ oa.J: Year ti d T 
~!t ~~o . 1955, Part I Sacramento ; California: State 
Printing Office , 1955) , pp . 1-84 . 
TABLE I 
THE ENROLLMEN 011' THg EIGHTEEN "'IlriES AND COU TIES 
RESPONDING 0 !HE QUESTIONNAIRE 
ON USE Olt~ A(!r!IEVEf;JENT '£ES'fS 
n:= ; :::tl-z IIi = =:== 21 
School dapattment 
Alameda. County 
Be~kaley City Unified 
Fresno ity Unified 
Fresno County 
Kern County 
Long Beach o 1 ty 
Los Angeles City Unified 
Los An~eles County 
Oalcland City Unified 
Sacramento City U 1fiad 
Sacramento County 
Pasadena City Unified 
San Diego City Unified 
san Diego County 
santa Clara County 
San Francisco Unified 
San Jose City Unified 
Stockton City Unified 
Total 
A. D. A. , klnder gart$n 
through grade eight 
30 ,656 
10, 1e1 
19, 576 
32 . 239 
4:3·, 2:32 
42 . 379 
276 ;685 
237 . 329 
40 , 048 
17 . 094 
31 ,114 
16 ,176 
47 , 090 
43 . 649 
:36 . '169 
55 ,.379 
12 . 742 
17 , 997 
1 , 009 , 340 
42 
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used several tests . One such reported using the Ari thm.etio 
Test of the Metropolitan in grade three , the complete 
battery in a:ade five , and the Arithmetic Test of' tl'le 
Stanford in grade s1x , Ono county also administered the 
Coordinated Scales of Attainment , one oounty the Lee•Clark 
Reading Tests in .first grade • oria ~ounty the Gates Primary 
Reading Tosts in grades two and three. an~ one city the 
Chicago Reading Tests in grades thxee , four , five, and six, 
all in addition to one or more of the three tests 
previously mentioned . 
The ~esponses to the questionnaire indicated that 
the majority of the elementary school pupils 1n California 
wexe evaluated to some extent through the usa · or the 
California. Achievement ·.rest., ~ the Metropolitan Achievement 
•rests . and the Stanford Achievement Tests ~ ~b.ese findings 
were similar to th~so or Belanger who secured. data from 
187 secondary schools in California . He found that of t na 
test .results raceiv~d by the seconda;ry schools on their 
incoming pupils , 36 . 8 per cent tndicatod receipt or data o·n 
the Pro~ressive Achievement Tosts t predecessor of the 
California Achievement Tests . and 59 .3 per cent recelved 
scores earned on the Stanford Achievement Tests . Z 
2La urence L. Belanger , nrast1ng P.ractices, Purposes , 
a.nd Problems in Guidance Programs in California Secondary 
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The tests selected for this study were, therefore , 
the California Achievement Test , the Metropolitan Achieve-
man t Test • and the Stanford Actli€vement Test . 
:tile 98:111"g,t,n1a h.Qb1!1vem .n~ ~· This test is 
published by the California Test Bureau of Los Angeles • 
California , in four separate batteries : (l) Primary , fo~ 
~rades one through thrt)e and low four; (2) Elementary • for 
grades four through six; (3) Intermediate , for grades seven 
through nine; and (4) Advanced , for grades nine through 
f'ourteen . 'l'he Pr 1tnary • Elementary , and Int<.a.rmed iate 
Batteries are available in tour separttte forms , AA, BB , CC 11 
and DD , wh1la the Ad.vanced .Battery is published in three 
fo.r ms • AA , . BE, and CC . Ernest W, T1a6S and Willj.s W. Clark 
are the autho.rs of the test s trJh1ch trHJ:r·e forme;r;ly called tha 
Progressive Achievement Tests . 
Each of the fo:nns consists of three tests; reading 
' 
which includes Beading Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension ; 
Arlthmetic , composed of Arithmetic Reasoning aml Arithmetic 
F'undamentals; and the language test , including Me chanics of 
English, Grammar . and Spelling . nlese tests are also 
Schools'' (unpublished Master's thesis 1 College of Pacific , 
Stockton, 1946) , P• 131, 
publish&~ separately as the California Reading Test, the 
Californi . Arithmetic Test ., and the California Langttage 
Tes t .• 
According ·to the manual of information and instruc-
tion, the t est scores of over hhlf a million pupils were 
used in standa~dizing the various levels and fo~ms of the 
batte:ries .3 he tests were a.dminlstered in school 
dist~iots througho t the United States of all $1zes and 
ty pes wit h more than J. o,ooo cases used in the standard-
ization of the Elementary Batteries . The norms for the 
final form 11ere based on the follo\'J ing sample l 
1 . The median I . Q. to:r grades 4; 5 , and 6 '!:~as 100·, 
The standard deviation of I . Q. •s was 16 points ~ 
2 • Seventy per cent of tne pupils were making 
normal progJ:~ess through the grades;·. about 20 per ·cent 
\'I ere .retuded. one -half year or more; . and 10 per cent 
were aaoelerated one ... half year o.t more . 
3 . About 85 per oent of the population was 
Ca~oasian and the ~emainde.r was Mexican, Negro . and 
othe·r minority groups .4 
Form AA was t he standardization i'orm1 tb.e others are 
equivalent forms , 
3E.rnest w. Tiegs and Willis w. Clark , M~Q~~ ~~ 
~ C~li;to.rn~ Aoh1stv§:ment T5st§ (Los Angeles , CaiT.t'oinia: 
California T est 1'3i:lieau , 1951 , p . 27 . 
4Ibig . , PP • 27-28 . 
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The coefficients of re11ab111 ty for the Elemen·tary 
Battery vHue determined by averaging the inter ... aor.relations 
of the different forms of the subject tests and for the 
Complete Battery for g:rade tive . They range from ,88 for 
Reading Vocabulary to . 97 for the total test . 5 Numerous 
validation. studies have been. conducted , principally , on the 
earlier battexies . the Prcgressive Achievement Tests , from 
which much of the material for the present tests has been 
. 6 drawn . Grade placement . Age , and Fercantila Norms are 
given in the man~:tal in addition to tables for the adjus t · 
ment of norms in relation to the intellectual ability of 
a given g11ade or class . 
J . Harlan Shores summarized hia .report on the tests 
in :rue l.l'ou.r.~b. ~~§gta;,t. I'<jea; q:r~ments Yearbgok; by stating: 
The ""alif'o r·nla Achievement ests ar$ useful tor a 
ganexe.l su:rvay of those aspects o-f reading , a.rithmatio , 
and language commonly measured by tests of general 
achievement . Within this .framework they are probably 
as aeoura.ta and well conatructad as other \ilde ly used 
aohiev~ment batteries . They have no equal for ~ase of 
administration. scoring , and recording of data . 
5~'"· p . 5 . 
6A complete report on the reliability and validity of 
the test is available f.rom the publishers in mimeographed 
form . It has been prepared by va111s ltl • Claxlt , Executive 
. Vice President of tha California Test Bureau Who is one of 
the authors of the test ~ 
7J , Harlan Sho:res , 11 Hevie of the California Achieve-
ment Tests ," .'!ll§ !iout!!.h Mental Mea§Ur~ment§. Yaatbook (New 
Jersey; The Gryphon Press , 1953), p . 9 . 
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A :report in the same volume by Warren G. Findlay 
xecommended the t ests excepting at the primary level • whioh 
ware felt ·to ba too d1f'f1cul t ., it . • - tor th.ei:r content ·and 
scope. and for ·theix instructional as well as administ.rati ve 
and guidance us s .e 
Ih! Met~D221~ ~~piay~m~o~ !i~· World Eook 
Company publishes this test \!Jhich is available in five 
battEJries for grades one to nin$ . The Primary l ; Pr imary 
II , and 1Uementary Batteries are print ed in four forms , 
R, s , T, and li , While the Intermediate and Advanced 
Batteries include a fifth form , V. Form R "VJas used as the 
standard:l.zation form and . each of' the others equated to it . 
Test content varies with eaoh level becoming increasingly 
oomprehenoive , so that the initial battery aontains sub· 
tests titled: Word Piotuxes , Word Meaning , Word Recognition, 
Numbers; ant'J the Advanced J3atte.ry includes Read ing , 
Voeabulary • Ar1th.m.et3.c Fund.a.mentals t Arithmetic .Problems • 
English , IJitaxature , GeQgraphy , History and C5,.v1os , . Science, 
I 
and ~~palling . Partial as wall as complete batteries are 
publishod, in addition to separate tests of Reading and 
Arithmetic at the nl.emcncary , Inte:rmed:late , an~. Adva.ncad 
levels . f .he tests wa:r e devised by lUchard D. , ~11en, Harold 
8wa.rren G. Findley, Q..U · ill·. p . 6 . 
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H. Bixler ; \ftl1111am r~ . Connor , end Frederick B. Graham . 
For the purposes of establishing national norms , 
more than 500 -. 000 tests were distributed to schools of 
every type tlU'oughout the Onitea States . quqta.s being 
established in accord.ance '"1 th the school population of 
each state . 9 l:t"'rom ·the half million and mora cases tested , 
a random sample of about 25 per cent of. the t otal was used . 
Tbe noxms provid$d for the Hetropolitan Aotlievement Tests 
1ncludt1 Grade . Age . Percentile , Modal age-grade ~orms , and 
Modal percentile Norms . Dome special grade norms are also 
given for selected groups . such as Negro pupils in 
segregated schools . 
The reliability coefficients o:f.' the Intermediate 
Battery for 350 fifth grade pupils ranged from . 789 in 
History and Civics to ~ 964 in Read1ng . l 0 In discussing the 
validity of the tests , Dr . Hildreth stat$d : 
Tests are not valid. in general . They ara valid for 
specific purposes . The authors consider this series 
---·· .......................... ~ 
9The description of th1s a:xte'nsive national 
standardization program is given in the Ma.nu~l fql Inter-
t.n:etd;n& by G~rtrL1de H. Hildreth (Yonkers-on-Hudson , New 
York: ltlorld Book Company , 1948) , pp . 92-1J.9 . 
lOHildreth, gn. ~. , p. 9 , 
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of tests to be valid as a measure of typical content 
of inst ruction in the eountry .ll ' 
A or i t ique of' these tests was summarized by Findley 
as follows : 
The Metropolitan Achievement ·rE!sts are superlatively 
standardized measures of 1."1hat they meas re and are 
accompanied by an excellent manual and varied norms . 
The reader must be the judge oi' Whether they meas.ure 
vJhat he wants measured in the fo:r·m in which he wants 
it measu:red .12 
Ill.! Stanford Aob.3.avEJme;qt '.L'est . Four entirely new 
batteries .of this test were prepared for publ:loation in 
1953 by the World Book Company: (1 ) frima.ry ., tor grades 
1 . 9-3 . 5 ; (2) Element a r y , f or grades 3 . 0- 4 . 9; (3) Int er-
mediate , for grades 6 and 6; and (4 ) Advanced ; !or gr ades 
7- 9. Eventually • five equivalent forms \dll be issued , 
J . K. L , M, and N, based on the standardization 'edition , J . 
The Intexmediate and Advanced Batteries may be obt ained in 
Partial o:r Complete editions and t he 1 eading and Al.'1thmet1c 
Tests mS¥ be purchased separately at the three higher 
. 
levels . The autt ors a.re Truman L. Kelley , Richard P.!ladden , . 
Eric F. Gardner , Lewis M. Terman , and Giles M. Ruch . 
--·--
1J.Il2!~ ·' P , e . 
12a , War:r:·en Firidley , ''.Review of the Metro politan 
Achievement ·rests •" .lb!! Fourth~ Uleasurem~nts l§a;t:bool& 
(New Jersey: The Gryphon Press • --19531 , p. 52 . 
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The_ test content varies but includes reading . 
arithsnetic , and spelling at all levels and addit-ional 
sections on language ,, sooial studies ' soienoe , and study 
skills at th_e u.pper levels . _Split-half reliability 
coefficients fo r the subtests of the Intermediate Battery 
based on a median N of 248 oases are reported at a low of 
. 818 for -language to a high of . 933 in spe111ng . 13 
Normative data include t1tade , Age . and Per.oentila Norms 
with grade nor·ms based on Modal•age for interpreting scores 
ot individ.~al pupils and total-group grade norms for 
interpreting ola,s.s • grade , and school averages . 
l<orm J of the Stanford Ach:tavament Teat was adminis ... 
tared to over 460 , 000 pupils attending school in 363 
systems spread over thirty-eight states . The sample was 
carefully selected as to geogtaphiea.l location and size of 
school district . Every effort was made to include test 
items which , " • • , would be :tn harmony VJi th present 
objectives • and measure what is actually being taught 1n 
today. s schools . nl4 
13'11l'uman L. Kelley and others , Manual, t:21 ~.Q.. 
Stanford Achievement Test (Yo ker·s-on-Hudson , Ne\'1 York: 
19535-:J:j . 18 . -
14
*;t>1d . ' p . 23 . 
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~·~ grastst level ~~ggt!Q.. . In seiecting tl'le g~ade 
to be studied . it was necessary to choose one which would 
most nearly fit the grade xange of the 'three t .ests as 
published . ,'table II lists the separate batte~ies and grade 
levels of' the California Achievement Tas ·t, the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test , and the stanford Achievement test . 
Grade six appeared to be .the best choice,. since the 
Elementary Battery o.f the California Achievement Test and 
the Intermediate Jaattery of the Stanford Achievement Test 
are design~d for use th:rough that level and the Intermediate 
Battery of the Metr.opolita.n Achievement Test extends only 
one-half grada beyond, tl~ough the low seven§ In addition , 
the sixth grade .repxesents the termination or elementary 
schooling in those districts which have junior high schools 
and tat~ts of this type are frE:Jquently administered at some 
time duxing this yeai of school attendance , In the study 
by MichaEtlis 1:Jhioh was p:r·eviously cited , a larger number 
of' reporting dis tricts , 75 pe:r cent , ga.va achievement tests 
in grade six than in any other el~entary grade . 15 
--------
15Michae11s , ~- c.~t ., pp . 12·20, 
' 
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~L'ABLE II 
BATTERIES AND GRADE LEVJUf.~S OF THE 
. THREE ACHIEVEMENT T.b~S TS 
-~ ..... ...,.. qdAi.,.~ 
California. Metropolitan s tanford 
----------------· --·-----------
P.r j.ma:r y 
(1 - 3 , I A) 
Elementary 
(4 ... 6) 
Intarmedia te 
(7 ... 9) 
Advanced 
(9-14) 
Primary I 
(1 ,L2) 
Pl1ma:ry II 
(2 , Jl3) 
Elementary 
(3 ,_4 ,15) 
!nte.rmed1ate 
(~5 , 6 , L7) 
Advanced 
(7 , 8 ., 19) 
Primary 
(1 . 9 ... 3 , 5) 
Elementary (3 . 0•4. 9) 
Intermediate 
<5 . 6) 
Advanoed 
(7-.9) 
C. ,-> i i =~ -1! == o . i ;:__,_.,.....,. = I 
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'l'he subjegt ~ttei areas studied . The selection of 
the curricular areas was dependent upon three factors : 
(1) those subjects for which basic textbooks had been 
adopted by the state ; (2) those subjects vJhich were included 
in all thr e of the achievement tests; and (3) those subjects 
which were most suitable for a s t udy of curricular validity 
as proposed . 
Basic state textbooks are published at this level 
in reading , spelling , aritwnetic , language , history and 
geography , handwriting , and music . Fou:r of these subjects 
are included in subt ests of all three achievement ·~ests , 
reading , a.ri thmetic , English or language , and spelling . 
It was decided to limit the study to the tests of arithmetic , 
language , and spelling since it appea:red that reading , with 
the multiplicity of skills involved , was not well .... suited 
to a study of this type, and would merely result in a 
comparison of vocabulary taught and tested . The very 
essence of the subject . the process involv~ng thought and 
understanding stimulated by printed mate:r:ial . vJould be lost 
in the process . 'fhis would be unfair to both tests and 
textbooks . 
The following subtests and textbooks were selected 
for the study of curricular validity: (1) Arithmetic 
Reasoning and Arithmetic Fundamentals of the California 
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Achievement Test , Arithmetic Fundamentals and Arithme ·tic 
Problems of the Metropolitan Achievement Test , and Arith-
metic Reasoning and Arithmetic Computation of the Stanford 
Achievement Test , all to be compared VJith the t extbooks , 
Arithmetic We Use ,l6 grades 3 , 4 , 5, and 6; (2) Mechanics 
of English and Grammar of the Calif'ornia. Achievement f.rast , 
English of the Metropolitan Achievement Test , and Language 
of the Stanford Achievement ·.rest , all to be compared 'lrJith 
the textbooks , Langgage for Qaily ~,17 gN:tdes 4 , 5 , and 6; 
and (3) The Spelling subtests of the California, 
Metropoli'tan, and Stanford Achievement Tests , all to be 
compared with the textbooks , Word ~stery Snellet, l8 grades 
3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 • 
A ~..wnmary gL ~h.! FJeleotiQU IJI'Qceqyt§t§.• · 'The three 
achievement tests finally chosen for s.tudy were selected on 
16Leo J . Brueclmer , Foster E. Grossnickle , and Elda 
L. Merton , Arttnmeti£ \'Ve 'Osa (Sacramento , California: 
California State Department of Education, 1948) . 
17~Uldred A. Dawson and J·onn1s Mashburn Millar , 
~n&~ for Daili Use (Sacramento , California : California 
s tate De partment of Education , 1952) . 
18David H. Patton , ytgrd ,Master:l Speli§.t (Sac:ramento , 
California : California State Department of Education , 
1951) . 
the basis of use as reported by eighteen of the largest 
city and county school districts in the stat • Grad~ six 
was the level selected for study since it most riaarly fit 
the grade range of the three tests as published and a 
review of the research indicated that tests of this type 
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are frequently administered at soma time duxing this year . 
of school a·ttendance . Basio state t extbooks are provided 
in the elementary grades in four ,of' the areas included in 
all thxee of the achievement tests , namely: ·arithmetic , 
language, reading • and spelling . It toJas decided to limit 
the study to the tests or arithmetic , language , and spelling 
since it appeared that read.tng t~a.s not well-suited to an 
investigation of this type . 
Are these tests designed to measure , fairly and 
adequately •. the content of th.esa taxtbooks'l 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE ARITHMETIC DATA 
The comparison of the arithmetic subtests with the 
contents of the basic state textbooks in arithmetic , 
.{lt.ithmet,tg ~ grui for grades three , four , five , and six 
will be pt asented i.n this chapter . .reach battery contained 
two tests in this sk.ill subject which will be dis.oussed in 
the following order : Arithmetic Reasoning and Arithmetic 
Fundamentals of the California Achievement Test--Form AA , 
1950; Arithmetic Fundamentals and Arithmetic Problems of 
the Metropolitan Acl'lievemant Test--Form R,. 1946 ; and 
Arithmetic Reasoni g and Arithmetic Computation of the 
Stanford Achievement Test --Form J • 1952 . 
The four textbooks were carefully reviewed and out-
lined as to content and than an attempt was made to locate 
the grade 1 vel at Y~hich a given problem was first 
presented . 'hose items ~hich were common to botn test and 
text were assumed to be possible fox the pupil to answer 
correctly . The total number of suoil items was then converted 
to the oorl'esponding grade equivalent provided in the manual . 
The chapter concludes with a comparison of the six 
arit t.ooetic tests and the relationship to the hypothesis as 
pl'ese,nted . 
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I . THE CALIFORNI A ACHIF~VEMENT TEST 
Teni ~. Al!~me.t1g ~2.!l!n&· This test is composed 
of forty- five multiple- onoice items of increasing difficulty . 
Each roblem presents four possi'ble ans'l.iers lettered a. , b ., 
' . 
c , d , and a fifth choice, a , .followed by the word ,. '*Nona" 
to ba selected if the correct a.ns\<Jer is not glven . The 
a.b111 ty to r e.ad is Jaeaessaxy !'or the solution of the 
problems but the vocabulary used is var.y simple a.nd 
considerably below sixth grade level . The problems range 
in difficulty fx·om the first item which merely requires 
correct identification of the number 26 f.rom th.e words , 
nTwenty- s1x , 11 to tt1e last Which reads , 110n a map , ! inch 
is used to re present 10 miles . l'he distance between two 
cities on the map is 3 inches . How many miles are they 
apa.rt? 11 1 
Of the for ty -five p~oblems , thirty-eight of a similar 
nature , or 84 per oant ttJere pr·esented in the arithmetic 
texts from grades three through six . '£he distribution of 
problems at the ,grade l evel at which they are firs t taught 
and the corresponding percentages are presented in Table II r. 
lThe right to reproduce all or any part of the 
California. Achievement Test in this study has been given by 
special permission of the California Tes t Bureau . A portion 
of t his test vJill be found on page 127 of the Appendix . 
TABLE II 
NUMBER 1 D PEt CENTAGE OF FROBLElv1S AT gACH HADE LEV 1~ 
WUICH ARE IN ~LUDED IN !ftitHMETJ;~ Wi U~ AND 
ARITlm~ETIC REASONING, CAL FO NIA 
ACHIEVEMF;N'£ '£Fl)X 
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Grade level Number o:t' Percentage Cumulative 
~-........ 
Grade three 
Grade four 
Grade five 
Grade six 
p~oblams 
---......... 
18 
1.0 
8 
2 
per oe t"ltago 
-----------------------
47 .3 
26 .3 
21 .1 
47 . 3 
94 . 7 
100 . 0 
·----------------------------~--------------------------
Total 38 99 . 9 100 . 0 
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A oumula tive per aentage column is included to emphasize the 
degree or difficulty of the test items . 
The test appeared to be heavily \isightad w1 th 
relatively easy processes \<11th which the pupil would have 
had much opportunity for practice and .review by the end of' 
the sixth grade . Correct 1dent1f1cntion of' all thirty ... 
eight p.roblems earned a grade equivalent of 7 . 6 . 'rhe items 
Which were not taught by the end of the sixth grade included 
four problems in percentage , one -which asked for the 
identification of' tha square root symbol , one in cubic 
measurement , and one dealing \'Jith graphic measurement . 
!!!§! !,, 1};£1 tt,m:Letig F~ndam~nta;t;s . 'rhere \iere eighty 
items in this test which ranged in difficulty from simple 
addition to the division of mixed numbe.rs . 2 The same choice 
of answers was given as in the test of Arithmetic Reasoning . 
Reading is not necessary for the successful solution of 
these problems . 
Of t~he eighty problems , seventy- two such p~oblems • 
ox 90 pel' cent were presented in the textbooks from gra.d.es 
three through six.. The distribut3.on of problems at aa.oh 
grade l evel and the corresponding percentages are given in 
Table IV. 
2A portion of this test will be found on page 128 
of the Appendix . 
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'rABLE !V 
NfJM.BEI\ AND P.t!;RCBN'CAOE OF PROBLEMS A1' EACH GRADE LEVEL WHICH 
RE INCLUDED IN AR!'l' ·iMETlC \• E USE AND .ARI ~'HM.fbTIC 
FUNDAMEN'!ALS , "'cAr~ IFORN-"!A ACfUEVEMENT Tgs•r 
~~=·=u=======~=~=:=:=ii=='=· =cl==·=:====::t:::--=:•:>:t. :c::::l::.=:=::=:="=~==:=·==·=·=:===,=~-=·=·= r.•:==·==·===~,==,===e:==::•:g 
Grade level 
- ---
Grade three 
Grade four 
Grade five 
Gt:a.de six 
---------
Total 
Number of 
problems 
13 
13 
17 
29 
72 
Percentage 
18 . 0 
18 . 0 
23 . 6 
40 . 3 
Cumulative 
percentage 
----
18. 0 
36 . 0 
59 . 7 
100. 0 
100 . 0 
=t Jill t i .li U ..... ======:. : . . t ~ z=z~=::t:=W C!' ;:;•1 ·1 '~~===-=r:o:~=:•-===::.-r=w==:==:=::= 
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In terms of difficulty , the Arithmetic Fundamentals 
,rest was more heavily \>Jeighted with items which are taught 
in the upper el$mentary grades . If a pupil \'llere able to 
identify correctly all seventy- ti'JO items , he would receive 
a corresponding grade eqtlivalent of 8 . 4 . The problems 
which were not found in the texts included the addition of 
decimals to the fourth place ; addition , aubtraotion i and 
multiplication of a decimal and a mixed number , and 
division , with a fra ction in the divid end . 
II . THE ME1fROPOLI1'AN A HIEVEMENT ~r fi:;BT 
Test ,2, &!'\illm§ttq lunctwnentt'!l,[· This test includes 
fifty - six problems in addition , subtraction, multiplication , 
d ivision, and interpretation of the graphic representation 
o:f data . With the exception of the latter probleDls , only 
the tiords • "Add , " "Subtract , 11 and "Multiply •" must be read 
by the pupil . .A space is provided for the cotreot ans,..Je:r 
to each problem , \>Jhich range 1n diffictllty from the addition 
of two numbers to the last item , 56 , which reads , 11 37~% of' 
24 = ?"3 
3The right to reproduce all or any part of the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test in this study has bean given 
by spec:I.al permission of the ~·Jorld Book Company . A portion 
of this test \<Jill be found on page 129 of the Appendix . 
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F1.f'ty simila.x problems of the i'11'ty- six presented , 
or 89 pe:r cent , were found in the arithmetic texts from 
grades three through six . The distribution of problems at 
the grade level at which they are first t~ught and the 
corresponding percentages are presentetl .in Table v. 
Exactly one- half of. the arithmetic problems of this 
test \vera presented for the first time at the s:txth .grade 
level . If a pupil were able to work out eael1 o_f ·the fifty 
items correctly • he would receive a. grade ,equivalent of 8 . 9 . 
The problems which had no t been given in the textbooks 
vaziad from a single column of addition of eight digits to 
those which required finding the percentage of a number • 
. 'rest i ; 4r~thmet1q f;tgbltem; . '!'he foUrth test in 
this battery contained thirty~threa word problems of 
increasing difficulty . 4 Of this number·, thirty-one such 
problems , o:r about 94 pe . .r eent , had been presented in the 
arithtnetic texts by the ena of grade six. It \>~as necessary 
:fo;r the pupil to read and wo~k enoh probJ.arn. then place the 
ans i.>Je .r in the space provided . 1rhe distribution or pxoblems 
at each grade level and the corresponding percentages are 
'iven 1n Table VI , page 64 . 
4A portion of this t es t will be f'otlnd on page 130 
of the Ap .endix . 
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TABU~ V 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF' PROBLEMS NX 'BACH GRAD!~ LEVEL WHICH 
AR" INGLUD.ED I N ARI' ~E;TIC E USJ:t AND ARITHME~rlC 
F'UNDAM.KNTALS , Mll: OPOtJITAN ACHl EVrM"ENT EST 
== L. f : : 
Grade l evel 
f t .- · ::= * I:: 
Number of 
problems 
== 
Percentage 
l· i I ::::r:' .. ' . .- ~ 
umulative 
peroentage 
.................................. -~ 
-------------------------------------------Grade thr ee 
Grade four 
Grade five 
Grade s ix 
- · 
Tot · l 
............... : j ;: 
8 
5 
12 
25 
50 
16 . 0 
10 . 0 
24 . 0 
!50 . 0 
100 . 0 
16 . 0 
26 . 0 
50 . 0 
100. 0 
100 . 0 
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TABLE VI 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PROBLEMS Ar!' EACH GRADE Ll!:VEL V.JHICH 
ARE lNCLUOJi:l) IN ARIIHM~~~ ~ USE AND ARITHMETIC 
PROBLEMS • METRO POL TAN AC HI iVOO~NT '!':E'ST 
=~=· =====~==··~==·=--===========·=-=--~·--=· ~======·==:=·=-======-====::::=:• c=;-
Grade level Number or 
problems 
Percentage Cumulative 
percentage 
-----· ----------------------------·----------·------------
Grade thiee 
Grade four 
Grade five 
Grads six 
3 
3 
5 
20 
9 . 7 
16 . 1 
64 . 6 
19. 3 
35 . 4 
100. 0 
--·----------------------------------------------------1-,otal :31 100. 0 100 . 0 
::::====::: :C: b : ::: : 
This test was largely composed of problems which 
ware not presented until the sixth grade; however; a pupil 
wno was able to answer correctly each of the thirty•one 
items , would receive a grade equi.valent above the norms as 
standardizGd . Tho last scor-e given is oO , with a corres-
ponding grade equivalent of 11 . 2t. 
III . THE STANFORD ACHI :~VEMENT TEST 
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*est 5 * A~~thmeti9 fi§asonin& • This test includes 
forty~five multiple- choice items . 5 The pupil is asked to 
choose between four possible answers and a fifth ohoioa . 
11not given , 11 if the correct ans~1ar is not included among 
the f'oux . Each item requires reading • but the vocabulary 
is not difficult and the sentenoe structure is simple . · Of 
the forty ... five problems , thirty ... seven similar problems , or 
82 . 2 par cent . were presented in the arithmetic texts from 
grades three through six . The distribution of problems at 
the grade level at which they vJere first taught and the 
corresponding percentages are prese.nted in Table Vli . 
5The right to reproduce all or any part of the 
Stanford Achievement Test in tniz study has bean given by 
special permission of the ltvorld Book Company . A portion of 
this test will be found on page 131 of the Appendix. 
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1'ABLE VII 
NUMBEH AND PE~CB'N'fAuE OF PROBLEMS A't EACH GHAD'~ LEVF.:L WHICH 
ARE I NCLUDED I N ARI~ ·wgiC WE USE AND AIUTH.i\1ETIC 
REASONING. STA J;i"'RD ACHIEYEMEl.iJT TEST 
:::::=.:::::::::;:; { . , . j . ·:_: 1.·. ....... ~ Is al:jgL::a;o¥; 
-
Grade level Number of Pe-rcentage Cumulative 
problems pe x·a ntage 
G:t"a.de three 7 18. 9 18 . 9 
Grade four 14 37. 8 56 . 7 
Grad a f ive 11 29 . 7 86 . 4 
Grade six 5 13. 5 100. 0 
-
Total 37 99 . 9 100. 0 
:r:=:.::a:. = le = a = ==-·=== ,.; z = :== I*W"#'t ==·== I 
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Mofe than half of the problems were presented by the 
end of' the fourth grade . 'the eight problems wnieh were not 
~ound ip the textbooks were based upon arithmetic processes 
\>Jhlch ht'ld been taught but the problems were so '-'lorded • or 
required operations with which it could no~· be assumed the 
child was familiar . If a pupil wa.re able to identity 
correctly all thirty -seven items , he ~1ould receive a 
corresponding grade equivalent of 7 .3 . 
Test ,2, l!t!:~l:l!!!.e.~ig_ ,gomi?uta~~2!l · The sixth test in 
this battery contains forty · f'ive multiple-choice items 
Which range in difficulty fxom the addition of ~o , t\fllo -
digit numbers to those which requi:r'a finding the percentage 
of a number . 6 Only the latter type of problem was not 
included in the texts from grades three thr ough six . Forty-
four suoh problems , or almost 98 par cent of the ita~~ . 
were found in the tour volumes . 
Tabla Vlli snows the distribution of problems at each 
grade level and the corresponding percentages . 
~actly 50 par cent of the test items were found in 
the sixth grade textbook. If' a pupil chose the coirect 
ansvJer for all forty-four problems , he would receive a 
grade equivalent of 9 . 8 . 
6A portion of this test ~ 111 be found on page 132 
of the Appendix . 
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TABLE VIII 
NUMBJ~R AND P!mCENTAGl~ OF PROBLEMS A'X EACH GRADE LEVEL WHICH 
ARE I NCU7DED IN ABITHME'rlC ~JE USE AND ARITI~1ETIC 
....................... . ........... _.,.. 
COMPUTATION, STANFOHD ACHIBlVEMENT t EST 
Gxade level Number of 
problems 
Percentage Cumulative 
percentage 
--------------------------------------·-----------------Gxad.e three 
Grade four 
Grade five 
Grade s ix 
Total. 
-
t · ;:, · r ·==e~: -= · 
5 
12 
22 
44 
11 .3 
11. 3 
27 . :3 
50 . 0 
11. 3 
22 . 6 
50 . 0 
100. 0 
·------------·--------------~--
100. 0 
= ~: . i Jl -"'--= ==~= :.:: .... 
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Tqe £Urriculai ~alidi~ Q! S~ §tx aritnmetio test§ . 
The definition of curricular validity given by c. c. Ross 
and discussed in the first chapter of this paper was , 11By 
curricular validity is meant the extent to which the content 
of the test is truly rep:resentative of the content of the 
course . •• 7 In addition, he felt that cur;rioular valid.ity 
. should also be thought of • ,. • • • in terms of the mental 
rea.ctlons expected of the pupils'themselves . "8 A compar-
ison of the three tes·es in relation to this second 
ariterion will be presented Qt t he close of the chapter and 
only the content of' the ·course , "Jhich tor the purposes of 
this study has been limited to the basic state textbooks , 
compared with the content of the. six tests . 
The hypothesis presented was that certain selected 
tests of achievement do have a high degree of' cutrioular 
validity for the content of the given textbooks . It was 
found that all six arithnH:rtio tests proved the hypothesis 
as presented . The number and percentage of pl'! oblems common 
to the texts and the six arithmetic tests . and the corres -
ponding grade equivalents are shown in Table IX . They axe 
axranged according to the percentage of problems from 
-------
7c . c. Ross , Measure~ant In Todax's Schools (second 
edition; Ne\V York: Prentice-Hall , Incorporated , 1947) , p . 70 . 
8J:bid . 
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TABLE IX 
NUMBER AND PF.RC~TAGE OP' PROBLl~ COMMON TO TrlE TEXTS 
AND TESTS AND CORRESPONDING GRADE EQUIVALENTS 
Test Numbe~ and percentage Grade 
or p~oblems equivalent 
------·--------------w----·-------------------------------
Stanford Achievement 
Ari thmetic Raasoni g 
California Achievement 
Arithmetic Reasoning 
Metropolitan Act1ievement 
Arithmetic Fundamentals 
California Achievement 
Arit hmet ic Fundamentals 
Metropolitan Achievement 
Arithmetic Problems 
Stanford. Achievement 
Arithmetic Computation 
37 
50 
72 
31 
44 
== 
82 
84 7 . 6 
89 
90 8 . 4 
94 11. 2+-
98 
I 2 ·= :::::::::::=:-
-
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lo~est to highest . 
Although the grade equivalents do not sho-w an 
identical pr ogression from lowest to highest, \<Jhen consid-
eration is given to the fact that these scoxas represent 
six distinct compilations of normative data on three 
different populations , the existing similar 1 ties are note -
worthy . Of grea t er importance to this study , however . was 
the degree of curricular validity of all six ar ithmetic 
tests when compared with the basic state textbooks in 
arithmetic . 
lQi cuan~ fagtot • Since both the California and 
Stanford Achievement Tests in arithmetic are presented as 
multiple -choice items , the factor of success on the basis 
of chance must be given consideration . Table X presents 
the grade equivalents corresponding to (1) the number of 
1 tems correctly identified on the basis of' inclusion in 
both test and text, and (2) the number of pr oblems correctly 
identified on the basis of inclusion 1n both test and text 
plus the addJ.tion of the factor of chance . 
Although there \.-Jere gains of several months on both 
arithmetic tests of the California Battery and a. gain of 
five months on the Arithmetic Reasoning section of the 
Stanford Achievement ·rest , the Metropolitan Tes t retaitled 
its superiority in terms of curricular validity . 
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TABLt.~ X 
GRADE EQUIVALENT CORR 1.SPONDING '1'0 THlt NUMBER OF PROBL~lVI.S 
PASSED ON EACH TEST \'JIT.HOU"f Al~D HTH TH:I~ 
ADDI'riON OF '11Iil!: CHANCE FACTOR 
Test 
No . of 
problems 
Grade J?tol:!lems G;£ade §g . 
Eq. plus chance factor 
--------------------------------------------------------
California Achievement 
Arithmetic Reasoning 38 7 . 6 39 7 . 9 
Arithmetic Fundamentals 72 8 .4 73 8 . 6 
Metropolitan Aohievamant 
Arithmetic Fundamentals 50 8 . 9 50 8 . 9 
A:t i thmeti c Problems 31 11 . 2+ 31 11 . 2+ 
Stanford Achievement 
Arithmetic Reasoning 37 7 . 3 :39 7 . 8 
~ithrnetic Computation 44 9 . 8 44 9 . 8 
-=-==-==-====== .. ' 
I •~~:~~ · = ~;;; ..... :~ =-===~= ; : I ... =•= -==--=== 
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~m12a~~son si tge ~ithmetic ~est~. The authors of 
the Cal-ifornia and Stanford Achievement Tests used the 
multipla - ohoiae type of' item in thai:r ari thmet1c tests . 
while the Matropol1 tan Tests are of' the simple·I·eoall type . 
Although both have merit . the latter appeared to be better 
suited as a means of' measuring arithmetic achievement 
based on the content of the basic state textbooks . This 
method not only stimulates the active participation of the 
pupil but also almost completely eliminates guessing . In 
addition, it is the type of response witn which the pupil 
· is most familiar , since the textbooks provide several 
choices ·to a given problem only \<Ihan they are attempting to 
develop the pupil ' s skill in estimating answers . For this 
reason . the xecall type of test in arithmetic seemed best 
suited to fulfill Ross •s second exite:rion of curricular 
valid j_ ty , that of , " . • · • the mental reactions axpe cted of 
the pupils themselves . 119 
It was· concluded by the investigator that all six 
arithmetic tests supported the hypothesis presented . The 
analysis of the data showed that it was possible for a 
pupil to achieve in terms of grade equivalents at a level 
above the sixth grade on eaoh of the six tests . It was 
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assumed , therefore , that they possessed a satisfactoxy 
degree of curricular validity when compared with the 
content of the textbooks ~ Th~ Me tropolitan Aohievema~t 
Test was superior to the other two not only in · content .• bllt 
also in format . 
CHAPTEH V 
ANALYSIS OF THE LANGUAGE DATA 
The comparison of the language subtests with the 
contents of the basic state textbooks in language , Languag~ 
For ~!l~ Use for grades , four , five , and six , will be 
·presented in this chapter . 'rhis subtest in the California 
Achievement Test- -Form AA, 1950 was divided into three sec -
tions which measured the pupil ' s ability in the use of 
capitalization, punctuation , and gramM1ar . The Metropolitan 
Achievement Test --Form R, 1946 was divlded 1.nto two parts : 
one titled , 0 Language Usage , " and the second , "Punctuation 
and Capitalization . " The Stanford Achievement Test- .. Form J, 
1952 was also composed of two sections , the first dealing 
with capitalization and punctuation , the second with 
language usage . In each instance , the total of the 
subtest ot· section scores was converted to corresponding 
grade equivalents . For this reason , the entir·e language 
test of each battery was treated as a whole in the analysis 
of the data . 
After reviewing and outlining the contents of the 
three textbooks , an attempt was made to locate the grade 
level at which a given item was first presented . Those 
which were common to both test and text were assumed to be 
possible for the pupil to answer correctly . The total 
number of such items was then converted to the corres-
pending grade equivalent provided in the manual . The 
chapter concludes with a comparison of the language tests 
and their rela,tionship to the hypothesis as presented • 
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. ~ qgl~fo.rnia Achievement Te~~ · Test· 5 of this 
battery , "Mechanics of English and Grammar , '1 tn~as composed 
of three parts as :f'ollot"S t Section A, Which included 
fifteen complete or portions of sentences in Which some 
words required capitalization; Section B; t.Yhich contained 
fifteen multiple- choice items which demanded proper 
punctuation; and Section c, in which the pupil i s asked to 
choose between two words in a given sentence such as , "I'' 
and ''me" on ten items , and correctly identify comple'te. and 
inoompleta sentences on ten items . There was a total of 
fifty questions in all . l 
Of the fifty items presented 1n Test 5, forty-four 
similar lte.ms , or 88 per cent ware inalLlded in the textbooks 
from grades four through six . The distribution of these 
1 terns at the gxade level at ~Ihich they are first taught and 
the corresponding percentages are presented in Table .XI . 
-------
lA portion of this test will be found on page 133 
of the Appendix . 
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TABLE XI 
NUMBER .AND PERCENTAGE OF ITEMS AT EACH GRADE LEVEL NHICH 
ARE IN CLUDED IN LANGUAGE FOB DAILY US.E AND 
CALIFORNIA ACHIEVFMJi~NT TEST -
I 
Grade level Number or Percentage Cumulative 
items per centage 
....... .._......._ 
Grade four 30 68 . 2 68 . 2 
Grade five 8 18 .1 86 . 3 
Grade six 6 13 . 6 100. 0 
--------------------------------
__...... __ . 
-
Total 44 99 . 9 100 . 0 
-=-e : = ==r.44:.:¥ :' ili 1 •e:e:=:a: : : r : =:::t""""' ==s====- z ==== ·=~ 
A cumulative percentage column is included to emphaslze 
the degree of difficulty of the test items . 
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The test appeared to be heavily \'leigh ted \-Ji th 
relatively easy items with which the pupil would have had 
much opportunity for practice and review by the end of the 
sixth grade . Correct identification of all forty - f'our 
earned a grade equivalent of 9. 5. 
lllfL M.~~rQ£Q.ll~.l!!l AcQ!evell};Sf\~ Test . Part I of the 
fifth test in this battery , 11 Language Usage , '' i ncluded 
forty - five completion items . 2 The directions read: 
In each sentence one word is left out for each 
blank line . Think of the one word tha't should be 
written on the blank line to make the sentence correct 
and se,ns ible . Write the word in the parentheses after 
the sentence . Read the VJhole sentence before you 
-w rite the word . (Sometimes the first letter of the 
word you are to use is given . ) Read the sentence 
again after you have written the word , to be sure that 
it is correct and sensible . 
The sentences are so construoted that the pupil is almost 
compelled to choose between alternate forms of a given word 
1n order to com:pJ. ..... t s th.e (:entence in a sensible manner . 
Item 4 , fox instance, I ea.ds : "Last \-Jeek my fifth-grade 
boys d_ very t'llell on their t EJS t s • n The pupil is expected 
to choose between, ''did'' and ''done . " EI':rors in spelling or 
poor handvoJri ting are disregarded in the scoring . 
__ ,_, __ _ 
2A portion of this test will be found on page 134 
of the Appendix . 
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Part II , ''Punctuation and Capitalization ,." contained 
four teen i tams composed of one o: more sentences which 
require the correction of omitted capitals or marks of 
p~notuation . The errors are not numbered or other~ise 
indicated so that the pupil must depend upon his own 
knowledge of' correct usage . The second item reads , "The 
children stayed at Fred •s until the party was over their 
mothers called to take them home . 11 
Although practi~e exe~cises of both types are 
included in the three textbooks ,. those developed in 
conjunction with word usage are more highly structured ~ In 
each such instance , the pupil is given a choice between 
two words , such as , "rode" and 11 ridden, " or is instructed 
to complete a sentence using the proper form of a specific 
word . 'Therefore , i n t his r espect , t he f ormat of the test 
demanded a somewhat di fferent response. of the pupil than 
that to which he had been a ccustomed . It was found 
throughout th~ an81ysis of the data to be characteristic of 
the Metropolitan Achievement Test to expect maxb1wn 
performance from the pupil himself . The constru~tion of 
the language test follows this patter·n . 
Par t II contains twenty - two errors making a t otal 
of sixty- seven possible points for the entire test . Of tre 
sixty - seven items presented in Test 5 , fifty - one similar 
1 tems ·, or 76 per cent , we.re included in the textbooks 
from grades four through six. '£he distribution of the 
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1 tems at the g:rade level at vJhich. they are f'ir st taught and 
the corzosponding percentages are pxes nted in Table XII . 
A cumulative percentage column is included to emphasize 
the degree of difficulty of the test items . 
Over half of the items had. been presented by the 
end of the fourth g:rade allo\ving much opportunity for 
practice and review . Correct identification of all fifty~ 
one earned a grade equivalent of 9 . 3 . 
~ Stant;or{!, Achievement Test . Test 4 of this 
batter·y . "Language , " was compos ed of tv:o parts . 3 1be first 
section contai.ned twenty-seven sentences or par ts of 
sentences which required the correct identification of 
necessar·y capitals and punctuation. These 'iVera t\'Jo-responsa , 
multiple-choice i·tems . Section tt.<~o was concerned with usage 
and gave the pupil a choice of two vJord s , such as , ''came" 
and 11 come , 11 in oxder to complete proper~y a sentence . Ther~ 
wero forty-three items in this par t ot the test, making a 
total of seventy . 
3A portion of this test vJill be found on page 135 
of the Appendix . 
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TABLG XII 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ITEMS AT EACH GRADE LEVEL WHICH 
ARE INCLUDED IN ~ANGQAGE ,EOR D.AI&X, U§E AND 
METROPOtiT . N ACHl ·;vEJ EN'T'TEST 
Grad.e level Number of 
items 
Percentage Cumulative 
peraen ta.ge 
----------·----------------~~.~--------·--------------- il A 
Grade four 
Grade fivo 
Grade six 
--
l'otal 
-
32 
11 
8 
51 
62. 7 
21 . 6 
15 ,7 
99 . 9 
62 . 7 
84 . 3 
100. 0 
100. 0 
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Of this number , forty - nina such items , or 70 per 
cent ; were included in the textbooks from grades four 
through six. The distribution of these items at the grade 
level at wL1ich they are fil.lst taught and. the coxresponding 
percentages are presented in Table XIII . A cumulative 
percentage column is included to emphasize the degree of 
difficulty of the test items . 
There was about an eqtla.l percentage of i terns 
identified at each grade level on this test i n cont:rast to 
the California and Met ropol1 tan Achievement Tests in whi ah 
about two - thirds of the items had been presented by the 
end of the fourth grade . Corxect identification of all 
forty -nine earned a grade equivalent of 7 . 5 . 
Ih~ ohall..,..2.§. _ra __ c. t._..o;;;..r . Both the California and Stanford 
tests of language utilized multiple · cho1ce items , therefore , 
the factor of' success on the basis of chance mu6t be given 
consideration . Since the latter test off'e:r-ed a choice 
between only two responses , the authors attempted to 
compensate for guessing by llSing a correction formula in 
Which the number of responses wh.ich had been omitted or 
double -marked were subtracted from 'the total number of 
correct res ponses times two . Under the "Directions for 
Scoring" in the t est manual , the authors state: 
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TABJ:.,E XIII 
Nffi.'!BER AND PERCENTAGE OF I TFMS AT EACH GRADE, LEVT~L WHICH 
ARJ~ I NCLUD.ED IN LANGU£GE FOR DAlkX USE AND 
STAN:V'ORD 'ctb:Ev=EMENT NsT -
- -------· 
--
..........._.~ 
-- ---
Grade level Nun1ber of Peroenta.ga Cumulative 
items perct)ntage 
Grade four 15 30 . 6 30 . 6 
Gra<le five 18 36 . 7 67 . 3 
Grade six 16 32 . 6 100. 0 
Total 49 100. 0 
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The Language Test is scored in this vJay because 1 t 
consists of t\-Jo-cho1ca 1 tams and , consequenrtly , guess-
ing or chance success may affect the scores on it to 
a greater extent than on the oth1r tests . Ose of 
nwnbar right minus numbet wrong as the score tends to 
count eract the effect of guess1ng . 4 
The use of such correction formulas is debatable . 
Cronbach concluded that: 
Numerous technlcal flaws have been found in these 
formulas , but the most serious criticism is that they 
do not 11 correct for guessing . '' Guessing is not a 
matt er of pure chance; the guesser should , on the basis 
of background and common sense , be able ·to ~uess the 
right answer on an aptitude or achievement test more 
often than if he decided his answer by a chance method , 
such as rolling dice . 5 
The use of the correction formula appeared justified 
to · Ross \-Jhen the pupils vJere above s :txth grade level and 
had been j.nf'o:rmed of the theory of the correction f'ormula 
and the penalty for wxong answers . 6 But he also recom-
mended thnt , 11 .~he use of I'ecognit1on tests with fewer than 
four responses to each 1tern should be avoided wherever 
possible . "? 
4Truman L. Kelley and others , ~!lliM 2f S~ ,.~ tanfo~ 
!!ihievement !!.§! (Na¥~ York: World Boolr Company • 19 53) • p. 11 . 
5Lee J . "ronbach, ]iSsentJ&u Q.i Ps " o QJ&;ioa~ 
;res~ (New York : Harper and Brothers , 1949 ·, p , 90 . 
6C . C. Ross • ~eftsurem<in!!, 1q Todai ' . .§ §_cbools (second 
ed1t.1on; New Yor·k l Prentioe·Rall , Incorporated , 1 47) , 
p . 120. 
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For the pu~poses of this study ; however , it appeared 
necessaxy to assume tha-t the correction formula emplcyed by 
the authors of the Stanford Achievement Test did eliminate 
the factor of success on the basis of o hance as well as any 
other statistical device might have done . 
The i tams in Sections A and E of the California 
Achievement Test were of the multiple · ohoica type and 
t 
offered fxom three to five possible responses , while 
Section C contained only two choices for each item . About 
two items , in addition to the forty - four which were common 
to both the California Achievement Test and the textbooks , 
could possibly have been correctly answered on the basis of 
chance . Cotrect ident:lfica.tion of all forty - six of tb.e 
total of fifty items corresponded to a. grade placement 
equivalent which exceeded the no.t"ms a.s s tanda.rdized , si.nca 
the last total score given in the manual was 46 . This 
cor~esponded to a grade equivalent of 11 . 0 . 
Q9.rrJllil:l' isgn. 91'. the languag§l t esJi§. . The fJ!e tropoli tan 
Achievement Test utilized the simple - recall type of 
response throughout the language test . Although exercises 
of this type are frequently used in the three language 
books , as pointed out earlier in the chapter , those related 
to word usage are more highly structured than the test 
1 tams presented . oweve.r , this type of test construction 
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does hold success on the basis of guessing to a minimum . in 
contrast to the multiple-choice type of item used on the 
other two tests . Each of tho three t ests , 1n par t at least , 
required. a type of response with \oJhich the pupil 1Nas 
familiar . 
Table XIV shows the number and percentage of i tams 
common to the tests and textbooks and the corresponding 
grade equivalents . 
It was concluded by the investigate~ that all three 
language t es ts supported the hypothesis presented . The 
analysis of the data showed that it was possible for a 
pupil to achieve in terms uf grade equivalents at a level 
above the six'l;h g:raae on each of the three tests . It \vas 
assumed , therefore , that they possessed a satisfactory 
degree of curricular validity when compared t•Jith the 
content of the basic state textbooks in language ·. 
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TABL'h" XIV 
NUMBEH A D Pld:RCENTAGE OF ITEMS COMMON '1'0 THE TEXTS AND 
LANGUAGE TESTS AND TH ,, CORRESPONDIN G 
Achievement 
test 
GHADE EQUIVAL'I£N TS 
Number 
of items 
Percentage 
of i t ems 
----~~-·-------------· ---------~----------
Ca. 1fornia 
Metropolitan 
Startford 
44 
51 
49 
88 
76 
70 
Grade 
equivalent 
9. 5 
7. 6 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF' THE SPELLING DATA 
The comparison of the test words used in the 
Calif'ornia Achievement Test- - Form AA, the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test--I~''or·m R, and the Stanford Acqievement 
Test·-Form J with the words pr esented in the 'llorQ. M.@:~ter~ 
§n.qlJ.Gt will be discussed in this cha pter in the order as 
given . Each test word was identifj.ed as to the grade level 
taught and the total m1mber of ~Jords common to 'both test and 
text converted to the corresponding grade equ.tvalent provided 
in the manual . Certaln othei relationships , such as the 
par oentage of lfJords studied Which were included in each of 
the tests , at a also presented . The chapter concludes with a 
composite analysis of the three s elling tests with the word 
lists given in the textbooks . 
The Califorg;J:~ Acqtqvement Test . The spelling section 
of.' this battery is composed of thirty multiple-choice items 
numbered 51 to HO , each of which offers the pupil :t.'ive 
possible answars . l The first four choices are ~ords which 
.,.... _ __.._ __ _ 
1A poxtion of this test will be found on page 136 
of t he Append ix . 
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may be s pelled correc}tly or incorrectly and the fiftp_ , the 
word , ''None" which is to be selected if all of the words 
presented are spelled correctly . 
In all , 120 \'lords are :tncluded in the test , eighty -
t~Jo of Vi!hich. or 68 . 3 per cent , a.re presented in the 
spelling texts from g~ades tnree through six ., The distri~ 
but ion of VJords at each grade lavel and the corresponding 
p rcentages are pr esented in Table XV. A cumulative 
percentage column is included to emphasize the degree of 
difficulty of those words which are common to both test and 
text . 
If a. pupil vJere to identify correctly a ll eighty .. 
t -w o Vilords as either correctly or incorrectly spelled , it 
might be assumed tha t he Vilo lld ac tlieve a fairly high score 
on the test . Hm~ever , because of the way in Whi ch the words 
are presented , this appeared to be an erroneous conclusion. 
Although the distribution of words Which are common to both 
text and test favors the lower grade levels , especially 
grade, four , many test items include ':lords which are not 
taught at all or are presented above grade six. Item 54 , 
for instance , includes one 'I.<JOrd taught at; grade three , two 
at grade four , and one \<Jhich is not included in the test; 
and Item 59 contains three words t aught at grade four and 
one which is taught at grade eigl:lt . It did not seem 
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TABLE XV 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF V.JORDS AT EACH GRADE LEVEL 
' HI CH ARE nJCLUDED I N WO D MASTERY SPELI;tJ.:~R 
AND CALIFQRNIA ACHI EMENT TFST- -
Grade level 
Gxe.de t h.r ee 
Grade f our 
Grade .five 
Grade six 
---
Totnl 
~===== == 
Number of 
WO!dS 
20 
33 
21 
e 
82 
l'ercentage 
24 . 4 
40 . 2 
25 . 6 
., ....... 
Cumulative 
percentage 
24. 4 
64 . 6 
90. 2 
100 . 0 
100. 0 
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reasonable , therefore , to include any item which contained 
words other than those actually taught in grades three 
through six as one \.Jh1ch the pupil 1.r1ould be prepared to 
answer correctly . 
On this basis , a pupil \I'Jho had learned and remembered 
all eighty-two VJo:r:ds would be able to answer correctly ten 
items and receive a oorrespondini grade equivalent of 4 . 6. 
Da ~et;ouo.J,itan J:\oh~evtm.'n~. l!U· The spelling 
section of this battery is composed of seventy-five vlords , 
only f.ifty of which, number 6 through 55 , are designed for 
.sixth grade pupils . 2 Each word is pronounced by the 
examiner , repaa·ted in a complete sentence • and then given 
again in isolation . 
O.f the fifty -words pres ented , t\'Ienty ... nine , or 56 
par cent , are included in the spelling texts from grades 
thxee through six. Tha distribution of 1#ords at each grade 
level and the corresponding percentages are presented in 
Table XVI . 
If a pupil were to remember and to spell correctly 
all t\-Jenty-nine of the words which had been taught through 
the sixth grade , he v1ould :receive a grade equivalent of 7 .o. 
2A portion of this test will be found on page 137 
in the Appendix . 
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fABLE. .XVI 
NUMBER AND PE:RCEN1,AGE OF V>JORDS AT EACH GRADE Ll~VEL 
lJJHICH ARE INCLUDED IN WORD ~ASTijJflX. SPELL~61 
AND M~TROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
·' ~ • == ==-=--==== ; ===::x: . \OZ:: 
Grade l evel Number of ercentage Cumulative 
words per centage 
Grade three 4 13 . 8 1:3 .8 
Grade four 9 31 . 0 44 .8 
Grade five 7 24 . 1 62 .4 
Grade six 9 31 . 0 100 . 0 
. ............ _~,_,...,_....,..__ 
--
Total 29 99 . 9 100 . 0 
-=I 
-
= a =·· :1 ·=== w~==~=a•• === 
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The Stanford AQ.hievemen£ Test . The spelling section 
of this battery is composed of seventy-two multiple · choice 
items , each of which presents a word spelled in three 
'7. different ways . 0 The pupil is directed to mark the answer 
space corresponding to the correct spelling of the ttJord . 
If all are misspelled , a fourth space marked , 11 NG , '' for 
11not given" is to be marked . 
Of the seventy - two words presented , forty , or 55 . 5 
per cent , are included in the spelling texts from grades 
thr·ae through six . The distribution of words at each 
grade level and the corresponding percentages are presented 
in Table XVII . 
It a pupil were to remember and to identify 
correctly all forty words which he had been taught through 
the sixth grade as presented in the test , he would receive 
a grade equivalent of 5 . 3 . 
The number and percentage of words common to the 
·texts and each of the three spelling tests proved to be a 
misleading measure of validity 'because of the differences 
in test format . Although tL1e Metropolitan Achievement Test 
included the least number of such ~ords , when a comparison 
' 
3 A portion of this test VJill be found on page 138 
of the Appendix . 
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'XABLE XVII 
Nm~ER AND PERCENTAGE OF WORDS AT EACH GRADE LEVEL WHICH 
ARE INCLUDED IN WORD 1-?AS';t:lUt{ .§fEL.LEJ.1 AND 
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
Grade r.evel Number of Percentage Cumulative 
-words percentage 
......... -........... -.... · --_.._...- · 
Grade three 7 17 . 5 17 . 5 
Gr ad a four 6 16. 0 32 . 5 
Grade f'iva 13 :32 . 5 65 . 0 
Grade six 14 35. 0 1 00 . 0 
- ·-
.........,_..._.........,_ 
Total 40 100 . 0 100 . 0 
==z:::;:::::;:b :==•===-== :s := ~==="= ===::;;= ·*' ==== = 
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was made between the number of items which the pupil would 
be expected to pass and the corresponding grade equiva-
lents , this test proved to be the only one of the three 
which possessed a satisfactory degree of curricular validity . 
These relationships are sho\-J.n in Table XVIII . 
Other factors re!evant 12. §.pelli.!:!S ~h!avem~n~ . The 
proficient s peller is one who is able to utilize perceptual , 
word building , and phonetic sl{ills in order to increase and 
maintain. his spelling vocabulary . Reliance upon memory 
alone should not be the goal in a properly conducted 
spelling program. Paul Hanna stressed the importance of 
the form~r skills and wrote : 
This ability ·to transfer f'rom one word to another 
the kno\'Jledge of phonic patter·ns \<Jhich are similar is 
what we call 11 spell1ng powe r . " The achievement of a 
measure of spelling power shou.ld be the aim of every 
pupil; memory feats should be confined to those words 
or syllables that b.long in no phonic group . 4 
rrhe authors of the Wor·d Master~ Spell!!t attempted to 
provide for the developlllent of' such skills and it therefore 
appeared reasonable to assume that the pupil should be 
able to utilize these spelling tools . The addition of 
endings , formation of plurals , and recognition of root words 
4 Paul H. Hanna and James T. Moore • Jr . , 11 6pelling- -
From Spoken Word to lllri tten Symbol, 11 The Elementary School 
Jo~nal , 53 :337 , February , 1953 . 
TABLJ£ XVI II 
NOMBER AND pgRCEN1'AGE OF' WORDS t I1'EMS PASSED, 
AND CORRESPONDING GRADE ECtUIVALI~ TS 
OF THE THR BE TJi:STS 
- - ...1.::::0\J:on= : f =•====- - : == :0:: I 
Achi evement ~er Peroen~age Test i t ams Gxa.de 
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t es t of wo.rds passed e ql.livaJ..ent 
-------------------- -----·-------------------------
California 
Metropolitan 
St anford 
82 
29 
40 
63 . 3 
58 . 0 
55 . 5 
10 
29 
40 
4. 6 
7 . 0 
======-=-==~==·=~··=========== ==~ ======================~ 
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are among tlle \<Jo;rd building skills presented in the text-
book . Therefore , the pupil should be expected to identify 
correctly the \~lord "bakeing 11 as a misspelling , since the 
word "bake'' is taught in grade three and the rule for 
dropping the final "a 11 of a word before adding 11 ing" is 
presented in grade f'ive . 
Tabla XI X shows the number an::l percentage of' words 
which are common to each of the thx ee spelling tests and 
the texts , including those which are taught in the forms 
discussed above . and the grade equivalents corresponding 
to the number of test items correctly identified ox 
spelled . 
!he chance factor . Since both the California and 
Stanford Achievement Tests in Spelling are presented as 
multiple- choice items , the factor of success on the basis 
of chance must be given considexation . Table XX , page 99 , 
presents the grade equivalents corresponding to (1) the 
n•mber of items correctly identified or spelled on the basis 
of inclusion in both test and text, and (2) the number of 
items correctly identified or spelled on the basis of 
inclusion in both t est and text plus the addition of the 
factor of chance . 
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TABLE XIX 
NUMBER AND PERCENTl~CiE Oli' 1:1J01IDB , INCLUDING 'l'HOSE ACQUIRED 
THROUGH WORD BUILDING SKILLS, ITlw'I.1S PAS('ED , 
Achievement 
test 
AND CORRESPONDING GRADE EQUIVALENTS 
OF 1fHE THRF.E ~rESTS 
mt: ; = ,-t 
Number Pe~centasa 
of words 
Test items 
passed 
Grade 
equi valent 
~-~-------- --· ...-..-----~-...,. a b ~ • 
Cali f or nia 
Matro .olitan 
Stanford 
84 
31 
41 
70 . 0 
62 . 0 
11 
31 
41 
4 . 8 
7. 2 
5. 6 
TABLE XX 
G:RADFJ EQUI VAL .8J'N'TB CORRESPONDING 1U ·rHt~ NUMBER OF I TF;MS 
PASSF~D ON EACH 1£IDS t vJI THOUT AND WITH THE 
ADDJ;TION OF THE CHANCE FACTOR 
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==: ... 5' =~ - \: ::. ' :: I ::: ~= 
Achievement Number of G:r·ade Items_ G~adld Eg.!..-
test items Eq . plus chance factor 
-
Cal1.t'ornia 10 4 . 6 14 5.4 
Metropolitan 29 7 . 0 29 ~"1 . 0 
Stanford 40 5. 3 48 6 . 2 
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Although there was a gain of eight months in the 
grade equivalent of the California Achievement Test when the 
chance ,faotor was added to the number of 1 terns corre ct ly 
identified or spelled on the basis of inclusion in both test 
and text , and one of nine months on the Stanford Achievement 
Test ; the Metropolitan Achj.avement Test retained its 
superiority in terms of curricular validity . 
The im:porta~ a.t ~es~ g_g,gstructiog. The authors o.f 
each spelling test ahosa to measure the pupil's ability in 
' a different way . lha California Achievement Test used 
mul tiple •choice 1 ttllms , includ 1ng some words "~rJhioh ware mis -
spelled; the Metropolitan Achievement 'est , th recall 
for m; and the Stanford Achievement Test , multiple- choice 
items which presented a single word spelled thtee different 
ways in a common sentence . A .revi evJ of the 11 terature 
revealed soma .rosearoh on the rel.at:tve merits of' these 
methods , including the eff'ect of presenting the child vJith 
misspelled wo:rds . Jensen and Shepard made a stud.y of this 
practice and concluded that : 
In terms of immediate affect on spelling ability 
. (improvement) , am direct spelling experience of the 
kinds presented hare (a test) is better than no such 
experience and that there has been shown to be no 
negative effect of seeing a word spelled 1noor.r<:iHlt1y . 5 
._. ___ .......,_..,.. ___ _ 
5Baray J . Jensen and Insel A. Shepard , "Transfer 
g.rfects in ~)palling •" Calit'otn:La: ~o,urnala Qt .&iucattqna! 
Researgh , 6:223 , November , 1955. 
Several spelling tests which varied in format were 
compared by Monroe in terms of validity , t.tsability • and 
difficulty . 6 He found tll:lt recall tests were not only 
superior to, but more dif~icult than recognition tests . 
His research in this area indicated that: 
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••• the most valid and economical test is the 
mod1f1e4 sentence and xeoall f orm , in which the person 
giving the test pronounces each wox d, uses it in an 
oral sente·nce , and pronounces it again . 11'he '\vord is 
then written by the s t udent . 7 
'!'he Metropolitan Acllliavement '!'est was the only one of the 
three tests which utilized this method of word presentation . 
In the discussion of achievement tests in Chapter I, 
pages 2~ 5 , a quotation from Ross was presented to emphasize 
the importance of' , n . • • the mental reactions expected of 
the pUJ ils themselves , 11 as an impor t ant critar ion of 
curricular val1dity .8 The recal l type of test is employed 
throughout the ~o~ ~asta~~ S~el!§L and is , therefore , the 
method of presentation with which the pupil is most familiar . 
It is psychol ogically sound a.nd basic to good 
. educational measurement to elicit tb.e same behavior in the 
---·----
6walter s. Monroe , Enc~oloy~dia Ql ~~c~~1onal 
fies§!e.rcn (New York : The Macmillan Company , 1950), p. 1269 . 
7Ibid . 
--
Be . C. Ross , Ivleasu.J;eJ.!l!!l~ 1.n ·rqd~~~ Schools (seoond 
edition; NeVJ York: Prentice- Hall , Incorporated , 1947) , 
p . 70 . 
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testing situation as the learning situation . If the learner 
has been accustomed to the .reinforcement provlded by 
auditory , kinesthetic . and conceptual stimuli in hearint;; a 
toJord , writing it , a.nd having it presented in correct 
oo~text , then a test which does less than this is an 
inferior measure of his behavior as a speller in terms or 
test validity . 
This study sl~ows that of' the three spelling tests 
analyzed , only the ; • .etropolitan Achievement Test supported 
the hypothesis presented since the grade equivalent 
measured on the test was above the grade level of the text · 
books . It possessed a satisfactory degree of curricular 
validity when compared \<Jith the basic state textboolts in 
spelling in format , as well as content . 
l 
I 
CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION OF THE DATA 
Th$ comparative analysis of the arithmetic , language , 
and SJelling subtests or the Cn11forn1a Achievement Test , 
the Metropolitan Aob.ievement Test , and the Sttinford 
Aohlevement Test w:t.th the basic state textbooks in these 
subjects !or grades three through six , for the most part 
suppotted the hypothesis . The nypothesis stated that 
oertaj,n selected tests o.f achievement do have a satisfactory 
degree of curt ioular validJ.ty for the content of the given 
textbooks . Since ~11 three test batteries provideQ norms 
as grade equivalents and the textbooks were assigned · 
definite grade levels as a measure of performance and 
competency , it wa.s de aided to express the degree of Olll'l':'i-
cular validity in terms of' grad.e equivalents . Thls unit 
of measure madES it possible to m$-k.e d:.treot comparisons of 
the tests and texts through a common scale . For the purposes 
of this study , therefore . a given test truas considered to 
possess a sa1;isfaotory degree of cur.ricule.r validity when 
compared. with the content of the t~xtbooks if a pupil ~as 
able to aohj,eve tn terms of grade equivalents on the test at 
a level above the sixth grade . The curricular validity o:f' 
each achievement test and a comparison of the three tests 
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Will be presented in this cha.ptel! • . .-·;., .. ., 
The OaJ.if'ornia. Acb.ieveiiJ~n~ I!§.:&. It '\rJas found that 
the Ari thmetic Reasoning , Arithmetic Fundamentals , and 
Language subtasts ·or this battery had a satisfactory degree 
· ~ 
of curricular validity when compared with the basic state 
textbooks . Although the spelling test included a. large 
percentage of WOrdS WhiCh were also given in the textbooks , 
because of the test format , a pupil could only be expected 
to receive a grade equivalent of 4 . 6 on this subtest . 
Therefore , it did not meet the ci·iteria established and 
failed to support the hypothesis . 
'rhe Ar ithme tic '.Reasoning Test ~~as composed of forty -
five multiple- choice problems o£ which thirty -eight of a 
simllar nature , or 84 per cent . we.re presented in the 
arithmetic texts from grades three through six. Correct 
identification of all thirty ~eight problems earned a g~ada 
a qui valent of' 7 . 6 . 
There \-Jere eighty multiple - choice items in the test 
of Ari t hmetic Fundame,ntal.s . Seventy - t-wo such problems , or 
90 per cent , ~ere presented in the textbooks from grades · 
three through six . If a pupil were able to identify 
correctly all seventy-two i tams • he \'llol~ld receive a corres-
ponding grade equivalent of 8. 4 . 
l 
I 
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The language su.btast , 11 Meohanios of English and 
Gramm~r , " included fifty 1 tems . 01· this number , forty-
four s im11a:r 1 terns , or 88 per cent, \oJe:re in eluded in the 
textbooks from grades four through six . Correct 
ide.ntifi.cation of all forty .... :rour earned a grnde equivalent 
of 9 . 5 , 
'!he spelling section of this battery -v3as composed of 
thirty multiple ... chmice ltems ~ ea.ch of tvllich offered the 
pupil five poss1bl$ answers . In all , 120 words were 
included in the test , eighty ... two of whioh t or 68 . 3 per 
cent , t-Jere presented in the spelling texts from gx-ades 
three through six . Many test items included wor·ds trJhtoh 
wex'e not taught • $ 0 that even though the ·test included. a. 
large percentage of t.zords whlch were common to both t est 
anti text , it dld r•ot seem :reasona.l'Jle to include any item 
which contained \'lOrds other tham those actually taught in 
grades thr·ee through six as one \vhich the pupil would be 
prepared to a.nswtu· correctly . On this basls a pupil Who 
had learned and remembered all e1ghty ... two \'Jotds would only 
be able to answer coxrectly ten items a.nd .receive a 
corresponding grade equivalent of 4 . 6 . 
~ M!;!t~9LJO~it~n Aqn!e'!ement Tes~ . The foux sub-
tests of this battery which were ll1cluded in the study ; 
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Arithmetic Problems, Aritbrnetic Fundamental.s , Language ; 
and Spal.ling, s upported the hypothesis . They were found 
to have a satisfactory degree of ourr icular validity 'lrlhen 
compared with the basic s t ate textbooks in floimat as ~ell 
as content . 
Test 3 ; Ar ithmetio F'undamentals . 1nolutded .fifty-six 
probl ems to be worked by the pupil . A spaQa ~as provided 
for . lrJl'i ting in the correct answer . Fifty similar problems 
o:f the fifty - six prasented , .or 89 pe~ cent , were f ound in 
the a~ i thmet:tc texts fr om gracles thx·ee through slx . A 
pu 11 would receiv'e a grade equivalent of 8 . 9 if he were 
able to \tilork out each of the .:f'if'ty items correctly . 
The fourth tast in this battery , Arithmet-ic Problems, 
contained thirty-three word problems of increasing 
difficulty . It, was necessa~y for the pupil to road and 
·work each problem• then place the answer in the space 
provided . Thirty-one such pro blsms • or about 94 per cent , 
had bean presented in the ar1.t b.nletic te-xts by the end of 
grade &ix. A pupil vJho was abl$ to answer aoxrectly each 
of~ the thi:rty ... one items , \iould treoeive a grade equivalent 
above the norms as standardized . The last score given was 
30, with a corresponding grade equivalent bf 11 . 2+. 
Part I of the fifth test in this battery • "Language 
Usage •" included forty - five completion 1 tams , and Pa:rt II , 
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"Punctuation and Capitalization , " contained tvJenty--two 
errors of omission in fourteen items . Of the sixty•saven 
items presented :l.n the enti.re test , fU'ty ... one similar 
1 tems • or 76 per cent ; were included in the textbooks 
from grades rout th.rougb six. Correct identification of' 
all fi:fty .... one earned a gx·ad.e equivalent of ~1.3 . 
The spelling test was composed of sevsnty~five 
-words , only fifty o.t Which were to be given to sixth grade 
pupils , Of' this nuunber , t'\'Jenty .. nine, or 58 per cent ; 
. 
t-Je;re included in t l1e spelling texts from gr ades three 
through s 1x . It a pupil vJe:r,e to remember and to correctly 
spell all twenty .. nina of the words which had been taught 
thxough the sixth grade , he would receive a grade equiva-
lent of 7 .o. 
The StaQ.fqtd Achiavent !§~t · It \'Jas found that 
tbe Arithmetic Reasoning . Arithmetic Com)utation , and. 
Langue.ge subtests of this battery possessed a satisfactory 
degree of curr i cular validit y for the basic state textbooks 
in these subjects . The spelli~ test ~as less ~ell -related 
to the content of the texts , however , since a pupil could 
be expected to achieve a grade aquivaJ.ent of only 5.3 it 
' e VJere able to spell correctly a.ll of the 1;Jords t-Jhioh 
ware common to both test and text . 
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The test of Arithmetic Reasoning included forty -
£1 ve multiple- choice 1 tams of \vhich ·tni.rty -seven of a 
similar natt:.tre; or 82 . 2 pel: cent, were presented in the 
ar ithmetic texts from grades three through six. If a 
pupil t>Jer·e able to identify co.rreotly all thirty ... saven 
items , he would. receive a corresponding grade. equivalent 
of 7. 3 . 
Arithmetic: ~:Oznputation . the sixth tes t in this 
battery., contained forty-five multiple-choice 1't:ems . of 
which forty ... f'our such problems , or almost 98 par cent, 
were found. in the !our textbooks . !!' a pupil chose the 
correct answer fo:r all forty ... fou.r problems • he would 
receive a grad e equivalent of 9. 8 . 
'rhe language test was composed or two parts with a 
total of seventy multiple- choice i tams . Of this number , 
:f'orty•nine such items • or 70 per oent . were inoludea in the 
textbooks from grades four through six. Correct ident1· 
fication of all forty · nine, earned a gxoada equivalent of. 7 . 5 . 
The spelling section of the stanford Achievement Tes t 
included seventy - t wo multipla-cl~oica ltems, of which forty • 
or 66 . ~~ pt;:c m:mt , vJere included in ·the spelling t exts from 
grades three through six . If a pupil \~ere to remember and 
to identify correctly all forty \vo:rds , he would receive a 
grade equivalent of 5 . 3 . 
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A 2,qD}12ar1so.n g£ :!a!.~ thi<e!} ach~e~rqe,nt tests . The 
analysis of the data supported the hypothesis since in all 
but two of ·the subtests , the contents of the basic t$xts 
through gra.de six \'1era sufficiently well .... reli.atad to the 
contents of the tests to · enable a pupil to achieve in terms 
of grade pl a cement equivalent at a grade level above that 
of .the t extbooks . Table XXI presents the pe:tlcentage of 
items which were f~und to be common to both t es t and text 
and the ooxrespondi.ng grade equivalents foli each of the 
twelve subtests , 
Ten of the tvJeJ.ve subtests \'Jere found to meet! the 
first criterion of cu:r:ricular validity which had been 
establ:t.shed , that of content which "l.>~as common to both t ext 
and test . They appeared to ba rep:rnsentative of the 
contents or the ba,sic sta.ta textbooks under study and ; 
therefore , to pos$ess a satisf.a~tory degree of curricular 
validity for the given tex·tbooks . 
The Metropol1 tan Ach1(:9vemant Test was no·t only 
superio~ with respect to the curricular validity of its 
content t but also in its format . All items ttJere of the 
simple-recall type in contrast to the multiple-choice 
items utilized in the construction of the California and 
Stanford Achievement Tests . It was 1'ound that the former 
ty pe of response was characteristic of. the practice and 
I 
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TABLE XXI 
PERCENTAGE AND CORRESPONDING GRADE EQUIVALENTS OF 
'l'HE I TEMS COM!WN TO DOTH TE('TS AND TEX'rS 
~ .... {i ·=:=tIt ; : i " t:e ;. !!I I ' - p::: 
Test Percentage 
of items 
--~c----------------------
California Achievement 
Axitrunetio Reasoning 
Arithmetic Fundamentals 
Language 
Spelling 
Mettopolitan Achievement 
Arithmetic Problems 
Arithmetic Fundamentals 
Language 
Spelling 
Stanford Achievement 
. Arithmetic Reas~ning 
Arithmetic Comp~tation 
Language 
Spelling 
84 
90 
88 
63 
94 
89 
76 
58 
82 
98 
70 
55 
Grade 
equivalent 
7 . 6 
8 . 4 
9. 5 
4.6 
11 . 2+ 
8 . 9 
9 . 3 
7 .0 
7 . 3 
9 . 8 
7 . 5 
5.3 
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test exercises included in the textbooks , with the 
exception of soma dissimilarity on t hose dealing with word 
usage . In addition , the . s~mple-recall test 1tem demands 
maxin um performance on the pa.:rt of the pupll and almost 
entirely eliminates success on the basis of guessing . For 
these reasons ., it was the opin:J.on of the 1nvl6)stigator that 
the Metropolitan Aohievement Test was not on~y superior 
in content , but al$o satisfied the second criterion of 
curricular validity , that of similarity of format and test 
construction in both text and test , in a mo.r:e satisfactory 
mannElJ~ than either of the other two tests . 
CHAPTEI VIII 
S~~RY, ~ONCLUSIONS. AND RECO~~mNDATIONS 
In this f'inel chapter the inveatigat<l>r will 
summari-ze the analysis of the data presented in Chapters 
IV, V, VI , and VIIl draw some concl~sions fr~m these 
flndings as they ralate to the hypothesis presented and 
the purposes of th~~ study • and 1~ormulate suitable and 
practical recomn1endations based on the findings and 
conclusions . 
I .. SUMMARY AND CONC!.~USIONS 
?umma;~ ~ the ~· It was the purpose of this 
stud.y to determine the curricular validity of the California 
Achievement Test , Elementary Complete Battet'Y, Form AA; the 
.Mratropolitan Achievement Test , · Intermediate Battery ..... 
' 
Co1nplete, Form R; and the Stanford Achievement Test , 
Intermediate Battery Complete ; ll'orm J for the basic text-
books adopted by the State of al1forn1a in arithmetic , 
language, and spelling in g.rades three through six . The 
hypothesis presented -was that tfuese tests of achievement 
do have a satisfactory deg:r.ea of curricular validity for 
the content of the given textbooks . It was found tha,t only 
t"~o of the tt..rel ve subtasts failed to support the hypothesis . 
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Qqncl;l!§tqni • It has been shollm that cextain 
selected tests of achievement do have a satisfactory degree 
of curricular validity fol! tho content of the given text• 
books . Ther afore t they may be assumed to be acceptable 
instruments for the measurement of achievement in these 
subjeot .. matter areas in the elementary schools of 
California . Since standardized achievement tests of this 
type are :repr.ese.ntat1ve of curricular content throughout 
the nation , it may also be concluded that the content of 
the basic state te~tbooks in arithmetic and language 
through grade six is probably equal to that ~hich is 
commonly included 1n textbooks and courses <3f study in 
elementa:y schools throughout the natlon , This study does 
not attempt in any ~ay to condemn or condon~ current 
practices in textbook adoption in the State of California 
ox attempt to weigh the relat:tve merits of the: present 
basic texts in arithmetic• langqage , and spelling asainst 
otb.ers which have been widely acclaimed . Even though this 
limitation has not been exceededl , it does appear that in 
those districts in \oJhioh pupil achievement on the 4l.r1thmetic 
and language subtests of the three tests used in this study 
are belovi the national norms provid.ed , factors other than 
tha content of the basic state textbooks must be held 
responsible . 
\ 
\ 
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II . RECOMNENDATIONS 
Although an achievement test may provj.de a precise 
and valid meas1u:e of the population upon which it was 
standardized , it may be a most inaccurate and invalid 
measure of a second population . such as the pupils of a 
school district in Cali.fornia . A test Which does not fit 
the cont ent of the curriculum oan scarcely be considered 
one '11lhich has been wisely chosen , regardless of its 
intrinsic curricular validity . 
The results of this study shov~ed that the 
Metropolitan Achi~vement Test was superior to bot~ the 
California and stanford Achievement Tests in both content 
and format , yet the questionnaire \'llhich was returned by 
eighteen school d~stricts and discussed in Chapter III 
revealed that it was used by fet..Jar distzicts than either 
of the other tests . Eleven of the districts reported use 
of the California . one of the Metropolitan , and two of the 
Stanford . The remaining distr1tts used two tests; one , 
the California and Stanford Aohievemen·t Tests; the $ecotd, 
the California and Metropolitan Achievement Tests; and the 
third , the M:etxopol1tan and Stanford Achievement Tests . 
It is recommended that in every subject and at all levels 
the selection of standa:rdized tests for the measurement of 
pupil acllievemant be made \-Ji th due regard for their 
cu:n: 1 cular valid1 ty • 
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The precision of a good ruler or a good test is 
dependent upon the accuracy of the measurer . Many teachers 
have only a rud.imentary kno~tJledge of educatitllna.l tests and 
their appl1oa·cion i.n the classroom and the beginner usually 
receives h:l.s initial. experience as a test adm~.nistrato:r. with 
his otrJn pupils and. "IIJhere 'the results are suppe.sedly accurate 
and important . It requires some practice to understand and 
use even a ruler skillfully , much more to administer , 
score , and interpxet an achievement test battery . Suitable 
programs of in ... servlce training are necessa:ry ii' teachers 
are expected to administer tests as directed by the 
authors , score thtllm accurately ,. compute the .results and 
tx-anslate them into the norms p:rovided, 1nte:rpret the 
findings w:t ·th und$l'St!:l.nding ~ and finally , utilize rasul ts 
to the benefit of both pupil and teacher . If teachers are 
to use aehievament tests fully · and e.ff'eetively , they must 
be helped to apprecla:te a.nd understand the i r application. 
There are many ·things of great value which a 
standardized achievement test cannot measuxe . Certain 
intangible objectives related to attitudes and under-
standing necessitate the use of other tools and different 
techniques, of maasul:ernant in terms of behavior and 
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growth toward matur.1ty , of careful observation and 
considered interpretation . A teat ; like a ruler , can only 
measure that quantity for Which it was raah~oned and should 
not be criticized or condemned if the user · r~isconoeives the 
I 
true nature a.nd purpose or the instrument . If achievement 
tests are worthy of the tj~e and money invested in them in 
California , then they are also 1tJ<?.rthy of careful selection. 
competent a.dministJ~ation , and cons 1derad interpretation . 
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APPENDIX 
TEST 3 - SECTION A 
1. Twenty-six a 62 
b.026 
C26 
d 260 
eNone ( 1) I 
2. One hundred eleven. a 100,1l 
b 1101' 
c 1011 
d 111,00 
eNone < 2 > I 
3, Eight hundred tw:enty- a824 
four b 800,24 
c8024 
d 824,00 
eNone ('3)'1 
4. _Two hundred; six •·200,6 
... ,.I!,._ 
I 
Correct Answer. 
Sheet Mcirk. 
a 10 a b c d e 
b 12 A" I /" ,·~: 
" 
ell Correct Test 
d2 Booklet Mork 
eNone b A 
Sample B: Twenty Correct Answer 
Sheet Mark 
a22 c1 b c d e 
b200 B .. " 
" " I 
C2 Correct Test 
d 21 Booklet Mark 
eNone __LB 
./ Read these .Roman numerals. Then mark as you 
hove been told the letter of each correct answer. 
8. VI means •4 
b6 
cs 
d9 
eNone -(8) 
9. XX means a 12 
b 18 
c20 
d24 
eNone ~ 
10. C means a 100 
b200 
c300 
d500 
eNone ""(iir" 
1-' 
ro 
...:z 
-
.. 
"TEST· 4 - SECTION D 
-
(46) 2 3 a 56 (53) $ 2 6.3 2 a$38.80 
+4 2· b65 3.6 8 l:t$39.90 
ell 
. 7 5 c$38.90 
cl966 + 8.1 5 cl $39.80 
eNone_ eNone . _ 
(46) (53) 
(47) (54)' ~ 
6 0 a107 $10.00 + $.50 + $2 + $1.50 = 
+3 7 It 16 
c97 a $12.02 d $2.12 '-
.d2220 l:t$14 eNone 
eNone _ c $21.20 
-(47) (54) 
(4S) 5 0 8 a938 (55} % a* 
+4 3 0 It 1038 . +¥2 Ja% 
c 78 -- c%, 
d878 d1 
eNone _ eNone 
(48) (55) 
(49), 
3 9 a34 (56) % .. %3 
+ 5 b 195 +Ys l:t'}{2 
c314 /c% 
/ d44 
"Ya2 
/ 
eNone- eNone 
' 
~ 
-(49) (56) 
-
\ 
' ....... 
(60) 
3% a 57{ ~ 
+2% l:t'S%4 
cS% 
d6'l{2 
eNone-
(60) 
(61) 
2 1% a48ft2 
1 4% b48% 
+1 2% c 481'l{2 
-. 
d 111'}{2 
eNone _ 
(61) 
(62) 
4%+6.5= 
a 10.5* d 10.75 
It 10.5 eNone 
C6.9* (62) 
(63} 
.06 + .154 + .2109 = 
a.2269 d;4259 
b.4249 eNone 
; c.2270 
-;{6i) 
\ 
1-' 
ro 
co 
-
•\ 
•,'\ 
•·'- -.. 
. TEST 3. i: ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS .. · 
. DIR~CTIONS. Work each example and Write' the answer in the box· near it. 
: If you have to copy your ~nswer, be sure\ to copy it correctly •. Reduce ail 
improper fraction~ to mixed-~umb~rs, and·all· fractions to lowest terms. 
·l •. 'Add 8 6. Subtract. 9 '14. Multiply 407 
5 I 4 '709 
CJ .CJ 
) 
7. Subtract. 11 
129 
\ . 2. Add :8 4 CJ 0 CJ ': 
Subtract·. 
15.· Multiply 5627 
8. 87 9'4 
·,•, 2·4 
' 3. Add .29 CJ 
·6 
·CJ 9. Subtract 704. 
.2 70 
•. I I CJ" 16. 32 + 4 = . 
. 4. Add 9 10~ Subtract 7'713 15 
.7 166428 3 .. 
0. 
.I I Ell 6 7 17. 5) 3 7 . I 
5 
8 
C], 11. Multiply 2 8 I 
CJ 'c=J ' .· 
18 • 2) 426 ' 
. ,. 
. · 6~ Ad4 '$"2 4 9 9.2 9 12 • Multiply 521 
\ 4 $2 [, I 73 7.95' 7.8 7 .. 
. \ -
I . 
130 
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TEST 4. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS 
~ ' . ' 
\ DIRECTIONS. Work each problem and 'write the answer in the box after 
the problem. Do your work in the margin at the right of the pa.ge. 
1. 'fhere were 7 visitors at school on Monday, 
5 on Tuesday, 3 on Wednesday,. and 9 
on Thursday. . How many· visitors camel.----,------. .. 1
1 
· 
during the week,? .................... ~ .. t_ _ ___;_ _ ___..J, 
2. In our room there are 14 erasers on the 
front board and 9 erasers on the side board . .-,-_:_---.1
2 How many are there in the room ? . . . . . . . . "-· .~--____..)· 
3. There were 19 books on the teacher's desk. r-----. 
. She asked mle to puht 13 in kthe closet. How I ~ Ia 
· many were ~ft on er des ? ....... · ...... '-------'· 
4. Martin's mother gave him 75¢ (or lunches 
for his brother, his sister, and himself. 
· She told him to divide the money eq~ally. 
D ~~;h ?~~-c~ .. ~~~l-~ . ~~~~ . ~~~1.~ . ~~~~~, .f~~~ ~ ========¢1 4 
6. Monday morning our. teacher received 
3 package~ of paper., She said that m ,..,.....----...., 
· each. package .there· were 480 sheets. How I · j 
many sheets of paper did she receive?. . . . . 6 
' ' 
6. At the beginning of the. term I had $4.05 ..--------'-. 
in the school bank. I now have $6.15.,$ I 
How much did I put in thils term? . ~ . . . . . · 6 
8. There ~re 224 pupils going to the museum. ~-----. 
Each bus holds 32 pupils. · How many I ja · 
busses. will be needed? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L-----'----J. 
''' 
1 .• 
I ' 
) 
Stanford Intermediate: 
\#~~'····· . TE~~·-5 ·Arithmetic. Reasoning 
..,._. 
PART I 
DmECTtONS: Work an example, and then compare your answer With. the answers "which 
follow it. If your answer iS one of those. given, mark the answer space that has the 
·same letter as your answer.· Somet:iri:tes the correct answer is not given. If you do 
· not find the· correct answer, mark .:the s~~ce under the letter for not given. 
SAMPLES: 51 How many balls are 3 balls and 4 halls? 
a 3 b 4 c 7 d.12 
· 31 How many books are .3 books ·and 2 books·? 
/2 g3 h4 i6 
a 
e not given ................ 51 ii 
. f 
. t . . .. J no gJ.ven ............... 52 ii 
... 
+tt 
b· c d · e 
I :: :: .. n n 
g h i j 
n ~~ n. 
1 There are 8 apples on· the table. If we eat 3 of them, how many will be left? b 
a 3 b 5 c 8 d 24 e not given .............. 1 . . .. .. .. 
c d e 
2 Helen's mother has 28 cookies .in the oven. · There are 35 more to be baked. How 
many cookies will there be all together? . . 
f 7 g 35 . f j not. iiv~n ........ ~ .. 2 11 g h i j h 63 i 100 
3 Jane has 13 coloring pencils and Dot has 5. If Sue buys a box of 12 pencils, how many b c d · e 
pencils will all three girls. have? a 6 b 20 c 25. d 28 e not given ..... a .. . . .. .. 
4 Judy has 16 jacks and Hazel h~ 9.. How niany more jacks has J:udy· than Hazel?' ! u h i . i 
f 7 g 9 h 16 i 25 · j not give~ .. ; ......... :4 E E E 11 .. 
5 Mother bakes 24 rolls at a time. . How many pans will she need if she bakes 6 in a a b c . a e 
pan? a 4 b 18 c 24 d SO e not given ............ 5 E . . . . . . 
6 Father drives 18 miles each day.: How many miles Will he travel in 5 days? f u h i i 
.I 5 g 18 h 80 i· 180 j not given ............ 6 E .. .. . . .. 
7 Dick bought some fruit for his sister. How _much did he pay for ?fl of it if the 
. orangee; cost 37¢,. the apples 28¢, and the grapes 25 ¢? · . a · b c d · e 
a 80¢. b 88¢ c• 90¢ . .d $~.00 e not gi\ren. : .... 7· U 
; . ' .•- ,, .. .. ·- .. ~ Jean.sa~ 4 butterflies and 7hees yesterday. Today she saw· 9 b'litterflies ruid 8hees. 
Ho'\V many butterflieEI cJ!4 she see ip both days? ~ . . . . . , . . .. . .. . . .. 1- - g ·h i i 
. " , .. 13 1'5'. h'17 .... 2. 8 .... 't···· . ... .. ........ · ... . 
· . . . g · . · . ~ .: · .~.· J no given·:·, ......... s H . H H H 11 
'• u~ • • •- • \0 •• • • • • ' '," 0 ' ' ' • • '• 0 0 0 0 • 0" 0. ' Oo 0. I' • 
J--1 
(>J 
J--1 
...•. . .... •.· ~~·-'· ;; ;·~( :;,~\}'~\f~t~·_·v~':':'··:·;;i~-'i;,J' .•· < .:;a~;:~~t*~i'~~·?~~~;~,~;k;fJ~ ,;<.; ·:· · 
TEST 6 .. -Aritfimetie Computait61r Stanford Intermedi&te: J. . ·:·• """''~ r.r<f.f.~~~j~:··,,:~ ~- ·. ;·-.~;../i..)A.it', -..~i,.,;;.,~·'"' .:~:~·~)!_·,;~•:!.,;?~-
. DIRECTIONS: Work each example. Then compare your ansvyer with the answers given 
at the right. of the example. If your answer is one of those giveri, mark the a~wer­
space that has the same letter as your answer. Sometimes the correct answer is not 
_given. lf thecorrect answer is not given, mark the answer space under the letter for 
not givEm. Look carefully at each example to see what it tells you to do: If you need 
to do any figuring~ use a separate sheet of paper. · · 
SAMPLES: 
A Add 3' 
2 
a b c d e 
B_Subtract 
1 Add . 63 
54 
6 / 1 . 
· . 2 Subtract 128 
96 
3Add $4.80 
9.65 
4 Multiply 450 · 
7 
5 6 + 2 = 
6Add 854- . 
-759 
-47' 
- :36- : . J.> .. 
ci2 -b3 c 4 d 5 t . .. · e nO gJ.Ven ................ An .. I 
f g h i j 
fl g2 h 3. i 4 j nOt given.· .............. B ll 
a ·b. c d e 
a $13.~5. b· $13.55 c $14~55 d $15.45 e not given 3 !! 
.. ·:: .. .. 
.f g h i 
f 3050 g3100 h 3150 . i 3157 j not given ... 4· •• 
.. .. .. .. 
d. 
aS d 12 e not giv~n . .. . . ....... : 5 11 
. 
~ ~ ;_ .' . -. ·. i .. ·. .. .·· • . . - • . . . . . . •. • ·. • : • . ' { ~ f ~-· ~: j 
< J 1686 g ·1696 · ·.. .k 1706 . ~- 17~6 1 not :g1.ven 6 H> n 1 T n . 
-··--'··.:·:.. ~'· ........ ~-·.·.::·_; ._.:,.,: .. _.-~. :.·.h .. ,~ __ .....:.•_:._:~ .. ~<--~-~_:_,.._ ... ~.-:-~--·-·.:_._.c,~ .. -:_·.-1 ..... ;. ... _, .~-- -~·~:..:-o- ,_._-"::.' :.-. ,.,, , · · · 
I-' 
~ 
ro 
_;.._, 
" 
Stanford Intermediate: J 
TEST 6 Arithmetic Computation 
DIRECTIONS: Work each example. Then compare your answer with the answers given 
at the right of the example. If your answer is one of those given, mark the an~wer 
space that has the same letter as your answer. Sometimes the correct answer is not 
given. lf the correct answer is not given, mark the answer space under the letter for 
not given. Look carefully at each example to see what it tells you to do. If you need 
to do any figuring~ use a separate sheet of paper. 
SAMPLES: 
A Add 3 ~ 
2 
BOSubtract 
ci 2 b 3 c 4 d 5 t . ' e no given .. .......... ... A 
f 6 
1 f 1 g2 h 3 i 4 . t . . .. 1 no given .. . . ....... . ... B ii 
c d 
.. I 
g h i j 
1 Add 63 
54 
0 b c d e 
2 Subtract 128 
96 
s Add $4.80 
9.65 
4 Multiply 450 
7 
5 6 + 2 = 
6 Add 854 
759 
a 97 b 107 c 117 d 127 e not given . . 0 • • • • 0 1 
f g h i ? . 
f 32 g 33 h 42 i 52 j not given ........ . .. 2 !! H H L 
a c d e 
a $13.45 b $13.55 c $14.55 d $15.45 e not given a:: 
-
f 
f 3050 g 3100 h 3150 i 3157 j not given . . . 4 !! 
a e 
a 3 b 6 c 8 d 12 t . :: e no given . 0 • • ••• 0. 0 •• •• s ii 
-
f j 
f 1R~R a 1RgR h. 170R i 1796 
, 
47 I ---- 0 ---- •• -· - -
...__ _____ 36'-----------~------------------.J 
j not given a!! f--J (.N 
ro 
I 
.,,_ 
,. 
'Stanford Intermediate : J 
A rithrnetic J!teasoning_ PART II 
DIRECTIONS: The answers to these examples can be thought out without doing any figuring 
on paper. You are to think out the an!?wer and mark the answer space that is lettered 
the same as your choice. 
31 Which is the largest of these numbers? 
a402 b89 c 346 d 198 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .31 
32 The cost of cheese is usually based on -
e count f volume g area h weight : ... .... ...... 32 
33 Which number is thirty thousand five hundred sixty? 
a 30,056 b 30,506 c 30,560 d 35,006 .. ........... 33 
34 A gallon is how many quarts? 
e 2 f 4 g6 h 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • 0 .34 
~-~un. I Mon. I I MAY 1 - I I Sat. I 35 In which space should Thursday be? 35 
a b c a· 
36 What part of the square is black? 
1 1 1 1 ea f4 Ca h2 .... .. ............. .... .......... 36 
~ 
37 Which of these fractions ha!:l the smallest value? 
1- 1 1 1 
a 2 b 10 c 3 d 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 37 
' 38 How many minutes until 9 o'clock is it by this clock? 
e 7 f 17 g 24 h 36 ... . .. . ............. .. . . . , . . 3s 
.. 
I 
b 
0 0 
I 
b 
I 
b 
I 
+f3 
c 
0 0 
g 
- -
c d 
00 
g 
p 
1--J (N 
I -- yy UllQU.t..~w_uJ.:llo.llll:!~t..llt::~t::Ai:ULLJ .. !J.t::l:;_._t:;llUU-""'t::~•·U"'~'--"'e~in-WhiCh~the QUOtient will be largest. a_b~~C-d ro 
I 
•' 
'-
...  
;: 
1 2 3 4 5 
SAMPLE: A. His name is sam and he is my friend. 
Correct Test 
Booklet Mork 
3 A A 
Correct Answer 
Sheet .Mork 
2 3 4 5 
I 
In Sample A the number 3 letter, s, in sam, should be a capital. Notic~ how the 3 has been 
marked. 
TEST 5- SECTION A 
1 2 3 
1. fall is here. 1 
1 2 3 4 5 
2. 'was it cool last summer? 2 
1 2 3 4 
3. oranges, lemons~ and grapes 3 
1 2 3 
4. grow in california. 4 
1 2 3 . 4 
5. The dog likes jack, helen 5 
1 2 3 
6. and our cat. 6 
1 2 3 
7. The abbreviation for o.ctober 7 
1 2 3 
8. is always oct. 8 
~-~ 
I 
1-' 
0l 
0l 
Correct Test Booklet 
and Answer Sheet Mark 
• 
' 
? II .N 
1. .. I 
" " " 
• 
' 
? II N 
SAMPLE: B. Y es1 I shall go 2 to your partys 
• 
2. :: 
" " 
I 
• 
' 
? II N 
3. ·1 
" " " 
• 
A comma is needed at 1 after the word, yes , in Sample B, so a mark has been made 
under the comma in answer row 1. A mark under N in answer row 2 shows that punc-
tuation is not needed at 2 in the sample. A mark under the period in a nswer row 3 shows 
the punctuation needed at 3 in the sample. 
TEST 5 - SECTION B 
Jane wanted a dress16 for her 
• 
' 
? II N 
16. " .. 
" 
.. 
" 
• 
' 
? II N doll1 7 Therefore18 she talked to 
.--' 
17. " 
" " 
• 
' 
? II N 
her mother about it.19 18. H .. 
• 
' 
? 
" 
N 
19. !! ~ ~ .. .. 
• 
' 
? II N 
Jane said,20 Mother2 1 will you 20. H .. " 
• 
' 
? II ~ 21. !! .. 
" 
• 
--1- - - -~ - - - - ~ -- --- - - - t ,, -
' 
? II N 
I 
I-' 
eN 
eN 
MetropoUtan : Inter. Com pl. : R 
TEST 5. ENGLISH: PART I- LANGUAGE USAGE 
DIRECTIONS. In each sentence one word is left out for each blank line. 
Think of the one word that should be written on the blank line to make the 
sentence correct and sensible. Write the word in the parentheses after the 
sentence. Read the whole sentence before you write the word. (Sometimes 
the first letter of the word you are to use is given.) Read the sentence again 
after you have written the word, to be sure that it is ccnrect and sensible. 
SAMPLES. John says he d-- like to lose a game ..... . . (d ) 
Mary hasn't--. more paper left for her lessons.( ) 
1. "Please/-- me go," said the little boy . ...... ........ (/ 
2. Tom cannot feed h- -selj, although he is five years old . . . (h 
3. "Allen c-- home from school early today," said his 
mother, "because he wasn't feeling well." ..... . ·,· ... .. . . (c 
4. Last week my fifth-grade boys d-- very well on their 
test . ... . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . ~ ... .... .. . . . . ... . .. . .... . ... (d 
5. I was in the tower of a skyscraper yesterday. · I s-- the 
people in the street. They looked very small ... ... . ... . (s 
6. Bill was alone. There weren'.t --other boys in the room. ( 
I 
7. The flower smells sw-- .. . .. .. . .... .. ... .. ....... .. (sw 
8. Mother said to Blanche, "I br-- you a very nice present."(br 
9. When we have our picture t aken, you will s-- in the 
chair and I shall stand behind you ....... . .. . . ......... (s 
10. Do you know how many letters w-- in the box today? .. (w 
11. I saw you with Tom again yesterday. I always see h--
' and you together .... ......... . . ....... ... ..... .. . ... (h 
12. Ben couldn't go with us because he wasn't feeling-- .... ( 
13. Ned is on the raft. See him jump -- the raft into the 
water . .. . .. ....... . ............ . ... .. .. ....... .. ... ( 
14. Hiram was here for a week, but he has -- back to the 
farm .. ........... ·' ....... . . ; ........ ... ... . . . .. . .. . ( 
) 3 
) 6 
) 6 
') 7 
) 8 
) 9 
)10 
) 11 
) 12 
) 13 
)a 
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20. Mother came into the kitchen as Edith broke a dish. "How 
many dishes have you br-- so far?" she asked . .. . . .. . (br 
21. If Dan had looked for the skate, he w--- found it . . (w 
22. Tom bought the banana-- a peddler .... .. . ..... .. ... ( 
23. W-- do you think will win the prize? . . .. .. ... .. . ... . . (W 
24. "Does your mother ever drive down town?" 
"Yes, she has dr-·- down town every day during the past 
week." . .. ..... . . . . ....... .... .. ~ .. .... ........... .. (dr 
26. W-- you going to the party with Alice? .... .. .. .. . .. . (W 
26. If Dick hadn't thr-- the ball away, we would still have 
been playing ... . ... . .. . .... .. .. . ..... . ....... . .. .... (thr 
27. He was very pleased when his boss gave him a r-- in pay (r 
' 28. The entire audience w-- interested in the speech .... .. . (w 
29. I think .fh-- problems are easier than these ..... . .. . ... (th 
30. Ted, Jim, and Tony were walking along a lonely road at 
night. "-- boys aren't afraid," said Ted bravely, "are 
we?" . .... . . ......... . .. . . . ... . . .............. . .. ... ( 
31. Fred wants us to go. It was h-- who invited us last 
week ... . .. . . . .. . ......... . .. . . . .. ... . .... .. ... . . . . (h 
32. Mary had to divide the oranges equally -- the six girls. ( 
33. Betty said, "Claire ca~'t run as fast as I can, even though 
· she is taller than--." ...... . .. .. ................ . .. ( 
34. As the game is over, I-- I s~all go home .... ... . .. . . . ( 
36. ' Every boy and every girl W- listening to the radio .. .. (w 
36. Those skates are Edward's. Th-- are mine .......... . (Th 
37. Mother objects tom-- playing ball, but Father does not . (m 
38 •• I don't think so small a child sh-- -· - crossed the busy 
street alone . ... ......... . . .. ......... .......... . .... (sh 
39. "I have already ch-- Agnes for my partner," said Mary. (ch 
40. I recognized John as soon as he came z-' -the room . .. .. (i 
I 
41 Th ..... ~~-=··-- _r .• 
) 20 
) 21 
)22 
)23 
):u 
) 211 
)26 
) 27 
) 28 
)29 
)ao 
) 33 
)34 
) ~5 
}aa 
) 37 
) 38 
) 39 
}.o 
TEST 4 Language +9a 
DIRECTIONS: In each pair of words in heavy type 
there is an error ih either capitalization or punc-
tuation. You are to decide which one of each 
pair has the correct capitalization and punctua-
tion. Then mark the answer space at the right 
that has the same number as the correct form. 
• • 1 J:nr. Jones. 
SAMPLES: This IS 2 Mr. Jones.· · · · · · · · · · · · · 
3 St. Louis, Missouri 
4 St. Louis Missouri · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
A BIRTHDAY PARTY 
M 1 cousin • h · . birthd Y 2 cousin IS avmg a ay party ..... 
·Can you come? ! ;.~will have lunch and 
5 "treasure island." listen to his new record, 6 "Treasure Island."· · . 
I 
AT ScHOOL 
2 
I 
1 
" 2 
3 
Stanford Intermediate: J 
+9b 
DIRECTIONS: Each exercise below has two num-
bered parts. One part- is well written and 
makes good sense. The other is poorly written. 
Choose the good one and mark the answer space 
that has the same number as your choice. 
SAMPLE: 
1 We'll go when you are ready. 
2 We'll go. When you are ready. 
A STROLL 
1 Yesterday I took a long walk. To get 
some leaves for my collection. , , 
2 Yesterday I took a long walk to get some :: 
leaves for my collection. 
3 First I went to the park by the river. 
4 First down to the park by the river. 
5 Where I found some willow trees. · 
6 There I found some willow trees. 
1 They had long narrow drooping leaves. 
2 Which had long narrow drooping leaves. · 
3 Oak trees grew on the hill above. 
3 
5 
2 
is 
4 
:: 17 
18 
2 
: : 19 
• · 1 social studies . b I like 2 social studies and English est . .. ... . 
. 4 Oak trees growing on the hill above. 4 . 
h :w 
· . 3 Miles Yesterday mormng Mr. 4 Miles, our .. . . .. . 
5 teacher 
6 teacher, gave us a new book . . . . .. . .. . .. . 
" " • 1 "will . . " All of you, he srud, 2 "Will like this book. 
5 
5 With leaves that had a scalloped edge. 
6 Their leaves had a scalloped edge. 
1 I gathered a basketful then I came home. 
6 1 2 I gathered a basketful. Then I came home. 
7 
21 
22 
~ 
I-' 
C>J 
01 
I 
TEST 4 Language (Continued) +10° 
DIRECTIONS: In each sentence, decide which of 
the numbered words is correct. · Then mark 
the answer space at the right which has the 
same number as the word you have chosen. 
2 
lis 
SAMPLE: Apples 2 are good, . .. . . .. .. . . . . . I 
I 2 
lcame l · Yesterday John 2 come home ear y . .... .. . 
3 Let , 
4 Leave me have a turp. now .... ...... . ... . . 
5 
5 ain't ' ' Sam 6 isn't here today. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i : 
G. T 1 that there . Ive om 2 that sandWich . .. .... : . .. . 
I 3 could • b used to 4 be able to smg etter ........... . 
I 5 said t hi "L t' , . 6 says o m, e s go. -, .... . . . . ...... . 
W 1 clumb · . e all 2 climbed over the fence. . . . . . .... . . 
D 't t 3 no more . ? on you wan 4 any more ICe cream. '/ .... 
' 5 
Sall 5 drew · • t f · ,, Y 6 drawed a piC ure o a cow ......... . . ii 
'M 1 a . 1 y aunt gave me 2 an app e . . .......... . 
3 
:: 28 
4 
n 29 
6 
: : 30 
31 
4 
:: 32 
6 
:: 33 
34 
4 
jj 36 
6 
jj 3G 
2 
ii 37 
4 
Stiulfora Intermediate: J 
+tob 
5 
Th . ls d th . 5 themselves. , : e grr rna- e e pie 6 theirseives. · · · · · · · · H 
1 fallen · h . · The baby had 2 fell down t e strurs . . .. . . 
M ainl d 3 good. - · ary can cert y rea 4 well. · · . · · · · · • · · 
5 
Th hildr h d 5 there . b " e c en ave one 6 their JO s ..... . · · ~l 
1 has Both the cat and the dog 2 have fleas ...... . 
3 strange b I They fought a 4 funny att e ............ . 
6 
n 48 
2 
:: 49 
4 
jj5o 
6 
jj51 
2 
H 52 
4 
ll 53 
5 . 6 H wntten N · ? . ;; ave you 6 wrote to ancy. . ............ ::64 
' i 2 
T.h 1 were fi , ki . th. . ere 2 was ve coo es m e Jar ........ :: H 55 
4 
• 3 sure · · This cake 4 surely tastes good ............. . H 56 
6 
5 wasn't There 6 was no money left ............. . :: 57 
.T'h t · 1 led hi t · t e cap am 2 lead s men o VIC ory, .. . .. 
2 
jj 58 
4 
Tell Billy and ! ~e where to go. . . . . . . . . . . ·j j 59 
5 
I 5 suppose th will f hm , , . 6 reckon ey . . serve re res ents. . . . . ll 
Our team will win this game ~ :::~ .. .. ... _. 
6 
:: 60 
2 
l~ 61 
5 teach • 5_ 6_ I M kitten was 3 drowned. ~: 
.o_u._.-::_J .. A.,., me~t_O~lumn~:rone? . . .. . ..... ii ii 39 Y 4 drownded. · · · · · · · · · · · .. .. . ~~ 
H f 3 we S t d · d? ;; ow many o 4 us cou s o you nee . . .. :: jj 38 4 
u 62 f-J 
(>J 
()1 
I 
Correct Test Correct Answer 
Booklet Mark Sheet Mork 
1 2 3 4 5 
SAMPLE: c. 1 now 2 just 3 come 4 ron 5 None 4 c c !: I " i: 
I 1 3 4 5 SAMPLE: D. 1 go 2 see 3 do 4may 5 None 5 D D I --
' 
" " " 
TEST 6 
51. 1 built 2 beeside 3 also 4 person 5 None _ _ 5 1 
52. 1 always 2 court 3 fourth 4 since 5 None __ 5 2 
53. 1 pichure 2 nose 3 having 4 fairy 5 None __ 5 3 
54. 1 cart 2 shineing 3 wrap 4 lame 5 None · __ 54 
55. 1 throw 2 whole 3 raise 4 yuong 5 None __ 55 
56. 1 gravy 2 living 3 iland 4 appear 5 None __ 5 6 
57. 1 human 2 dooty 3 rapid 4 cities 5 None __ 57 
58. 1 dollar 2 sorry 3 size 4 chang 5 None __ 58 
59. 1 doctor 2 mixture 3 chief 4 together 5 None __ 5 9 
60. 1 gentel 2 stain 3 merry 4 weed 5 None __ 60 
61. 1 quite 2 secund 3 walk A rule 5 None __ 61 
62. 1 prompt 2 period 3 serve 4 espect 5 None __ 62 
63. 1 forty 2 village 3 thuogh 4 lemon 5 None __ 63 
64. 1 many 2 feild - 3 before 4 order 5 None __ 64 1--' 
65. 1 silk 2 excuse 3 driv~einP" 4 wrote 5 None __ 65 Cil . (j) 
TEST 5 - SECTION. C 
31. John ( l received 2 got) his gift. __ 31 
32. Mary is ( 1 awful 
pretty. 
33. Barbara ( 1 throwed 
the stick. · 
2 very) 
32 
2 threw) 
33 
34. The book was colored by Betty 
and (1 him 2 he) . __ 34 
35. It (1 ain't 2 isn 't) so. __ 35 
.f- For-each statement gh•en~lo:w- that is 
sentence, mark YES; for egch that is not, mark NO. 
41. The girl went to the door. YES NO 41 
42. When the bell began to ring. YES NO 42 
43. Jim lost his purse. YES NO 43 
44. Did Mary laugh? YES NO 44 
45. The girl of whom you were 
speaking. YES NO 45 
46. We have been trying to see 
him at his home. YES NO 46 
36. I (1 seen 2 saw) him. _ _ 3 6 1 47. On the Seine River ,among the boats. · _ YES NO 47 I-' CN 
0> 
I 
-137 
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TEST 10. SPELLING 
1. 26. ___ (! 11 a r 
2. ~ orrv 27. 
3. 28. 
4. ·(~ t:tnw 29. ~tieut 
6. cost 30. i: 
~ 
6. 31. flf;)J h ).;J 
7. 32. 
8. 33. 
9. CJoes 34 .. sou:rce 
10. 36. 
11. 36. 
12. .. xe 37. sac' s1on 
13. 38. 
14. 39. 
16. 40. 
16. 41. 
•''\< 
17. 42. 
18. 43. 
19. 44. 
20. nt 45. J.,I 1oi 
21. knot 46. siuc x1ty 
22. 11b:raiy 47. 
23. 48. 
24. 49. 
26. 60. 
-Name ...... ..... ........... ............. Date ..... .......... . 19 .. 
Teacher . ......... ..... ....... Grade . .... ... :. School . ......... ... . . 
City . . ........... ..... County . ................ . State . . . .. ........ . 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
' METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs: INTERM EDIATE BATTERY- CoMPLETE 
.*' !Test 1 
READ-
. l NG 
14-10-
14-9 -
14-8 . 
14-7 -
14-6 -
14-5 -
14-4 -
14-3 -
14-2 -
14-1 -
14-0 -
13-11 -
13-10-
13-9 -
13-8 -
13-7 -
13-6 . 
13-5 -
13-4 -
13-3 -
13-2 -
13-1 -
13-0 -
12-11-
12-10• 
12-9 -
12-8 . 
12-7 . 
12-6 -
12-5 -
~., 1.2-4 -12-3 . 12-2 -
'l'll2-l -~ 12-0 -
.tJ> 11-11-
e-11-10-
Jal 11-9 -
t,11-8 -
-o~ll-7 -
11-6 -
11-5 -
11-4 . 
11-3 -
11-2 . 
11-1 -
11-0 -
10-11-
10-10• 
10-9 -
10-8 -
10-7 . 
10-6 -
10-5 -
10-4 -
10-3 -
10-2 • 
10-l -
10-0 -
9-11· 
9-10-
9-9 -
9-8 -
9-7 -
9-6 -
9-5-
9-4 -
9-3 -
9-2 -
9-1 
. 9-0 -: 
AVE. 
ACI-I'T * t 
-10.0 
- 9.5 
- 9.0 
- 8.5 
- 8.0 
- 7.5 
-
7.0·~ 
-~ -
i! 
-
·01 -6.5_.11 $~ 
. ., ~ 
-
f11 ;. 
-
6.0..\; 
• i 
r 
-
r 5.5 
~ 
"' 
5.0 
r 
r 
-
4.5 
~-4.0 
r 
r 
~ 3.5. 
r 
i/ r . 
• 
• 3.0 
13? 
+7a 
DIRECTIONS: In each exercise below, one of the 
words is spelled in three different ·w.ays. If the 
correct spelling is there, mark the answer space 
which has the same number as the correct spell-
ing. If the correct spelling is not given as one 
of the three spellings, mark the answer space 
under NG'as the right answer; NG stands for 
not given. 
SAMPLES: 
1 rid. 1 2 3 NG 
91 The color is 2 red. . 0 • • • • • ••••• • •• 91 ! ! I 
3 rud. 0 0 
4 eg 4 5 6 NG 
92 an 5 egge for breakfast 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 92 !: 6 eeg . 0 0 
1 letter. I 2 3 NG 
1 Mary is writing a 2 lettre. 0 ••• ••• 0 •• 1 : j 
3 leter. 0 
4 easy · 4 5 6 NG 
2 The work is very 5 ezey today. 0 0 0 0 0 : 2 
6 esy 
1 clas. 1 2 3 NG 
3 She is the teacher of our 2 class. . . 0 0 3 
3 clase. 
4 smock · • 5 6 NG 
4 Sam saw the 5 smok from the fire .. o4 
6smoak 
1 sno!ng 1 2 3 NG 
5 It was 2 snoWing this morning . ..... 0 5 
3 snoeing 
4hury 
' 
5 6 NG 
6 You must 5 hurey to school. . . . . 0 • • 6 
6 hurry oo 00 .. 
1 ground. 1 2 3 NG 
7 Leaves covered the 2 grownd. . . . .. . . 1 
.. 3 B!:_ond. 
' 
I 
+7b 
1 fan1ely 1 2 3 NG 
17 The 2 famly is at home. 0 0 0 · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
3 famley 0 0 Oo 
4 potatos 4 5 6 NG 
18 Baked 5 potatoes are good. 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 o18 
6 potatose 
l 'packege. I 2 3 NG 
19 He carried the 2 package ....... .. .. 19 
3 pakage. 0 0 
4 realey • 6 6 NG 
20 We 5 realy liked it. . . . • . . .. . 0 ••• • • 20 
6 reelly 0 0 oo 
1 national 1 2 3 NG 
21 We will sing the 2 nationel anthem .. 0 21 n 
3 nasional 0 0 oo 
4 paragraf • 5 6 N:., 
22 the last line in the 5 parragraph 0 0 0 • 0 22 
6 paragraph 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 nephue. 1 2 3 NG 
23 My aunt has one 2 nephew . .. ..... 0 23 
0 0 0 0 oo 3 nefue. o. 
4 television • 5 G NG 
24 We have a 5 telavision set ... 0 0 • • ••• 24 .. 
6 tellevision ° • Oo 
1 touch 1 2 3 NG 
25 Don't 2 tutch the paint. . . . . 0 • • 0 • • 25 
3 tuch 00 oo 0 0 
4 berres 
' 
6 C ~ NO 
26 The 5 berrys are ripe ...... 0 ••••• • • 26 
6 beries o• 0 0 00 .. 
1 nauty. 1 2 ll NG 
27 Only one child was 2 naughty. 0 • · 0 0 0 • 0 21 
0 0 oo 0 0 0 0 3 naughty. 
4 piano. 
' 
5 G NG 
28 Sally plays the· 5 pe~o ... . . 0 0 • • ••• • 28 • • 
0 0 oo oo 6 pamo. 
1-' 
1 hugh 1 2 8 NG (J:J 
2_lLT_Lur_gg~9....2~hu~~:.e~mountain. 2Q : ; o:> 
Stanford 
-.;,.......,. --- -" 
Spelling (Continued) + ga 
4 entyre 4_ 5 6 No 4 unfortunate • 4 6 6 No 
38 The 5 intire room was filled . . . .. ... 3 8 i i 56 It was an 5 unfortuna.t nnstake . . . . . 56 
6 entier · · 6 unfortunette · · · · · · 
1 quitly, .1 2 3 NG 1 literiture. 1 2 3 NG 
39 The guards mov~d 2 q~etly . ... .. .. 39 i i 57 We read good 2 literture. . ... . .. , .. 57 
3 qwtely. 3 literature. · · · · 
4 anxous 4 5 6 NG 
40 · · • :: • 4 genra.lly 4 5 8 No Don was 
6
5 anx~ous for his safety. . . . 40 : : . . . . . . 58 Ruth 18 5 genera.ly here. . . . . .. .. ... ss 
anxtous 6 generally · · · · · 
1 speech. 1 2 3 No 
41 I heard the 2 spech. . ..... .. ... ... . 41 U 59 • 1 freequently. 1 2 3 No 3 speach. ·· · · · · ·· It rrons 2 fre.quentley ............. • . sg .. . . . • 
3 frequently. 4 geogrophy. ~- 5 6 No 
42 Joe studies 5 geography . . .. ......... . 42 H 4 admition 4 5 6 No 
6 geogerphy. · · 60 The cost of 5 admision is low. . . . . . 6o 
1 electrizity !. 2 3 No 6 a.ddmission · · · · · · 
43 wired for 2 electrecity ~ .. . ...... . ... 43 i i 1 rarly 1 2 3 No 
· 3 electrisity · · 61 George 2 rarley goes hunting .. . . .. . . 61 . . . . . . . . 
4 perpose 4_ s 6 No 3 rarely 
44 His 5 purpose was good ... .. ... . . ... « i i 4 expence. 4 6 8 wo 
6 perpuse 62 Bill will pay the 5 expents. . . . . . .. . . 62 . . . . . . 
1 forren 1_ 2 3 No · 6 expens. 
45 Pedro lives in a 2 for~ign land ... .. . . 45 i i : :· 1 ava.la.ble. 1 2 a No 
3 fonegn 63 No chairs were 2 a.via.lable .... . .. .. , . 63 
4 roll .4. 5 6 No 3 available. · · · · 
46 Bob ·plays the 5 roa.l of the hero . .. . 4 6 i i 4 philosophy. 4 6 6 No 6role 64M 1 t di h Y unc e s u es 5 filosop y. . ..... 64 1 setteld • • \ 2 3 No 6 philos.ofy. · · · · .. 
47 The sand slowly 2 setled m the Jar .. 47 !! . 
3 settled · · · 1 log~cle. 1 2 3 No 
4 h , 5 6 No 65 The answer is 2 lodgica.l . ... . .. . . ... 65 cossen ~- · 31'"1 .. ·· · · · · 48 S fir t :: OJlC e. ue was 5 choosen s . ... . . ...... . 48 , , 
6 chosn · · 4 ma.gority ~- 5 6 xo 
1 gradualy. !. . -~ 3 No _ss Anne has a 5 ma~ority vote .. . ...... 66 i i . . . . 
49 The road rises 2 gradually .... . ... . . 49 i i H 6 m.a.Jorety 
· 3 gra.duly. · · · · 1 ofensive 1 2 3 No 
4 vitamins. 4 5 6 No 67 the 2 offencive team . . . ... . . .. . .. .. 67 
50 Milk has many 5 ~tam?ns· . ..... ... 50 11 3 offensive · · · · · · · · 
6 Vltemms. 4 ignorrent f: 5 6 No I-' 
1 ~pati~nt. ,\ f: ~: ~~ 68 He is 5 ~gnor~~! of the facts .... . . . . 68 U H .. _ .. .J ~ 
61 O o·r·,.?J·_ b£,...,?....,....,. ..... .+. ....... +. ·· - ·· - · · - ·-·--· "- - --
